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Snowpack properties derived from hydrological models play an important role for many ecological, 
water resource, and climate applications; such as winter survival of plants, reindeer, small mammals 
and birds, avalanche hazards, glaciers and polar ice accumulation, growth of sea and lake ices, climate 
change, snow melt flooding etc. These hydrological models need accurate precipitation phase 
discrimination schemes to closely portray e. g. energy balance for melt and refreeze cycles, water lost 
to sublimation, and snow water equivalent within a watershed for the above applications. Precipitation 
phase is seldom reported from automated surface meteorological stations, so most hydrological 
models apply an empirical formula based on surface air temperature.  There are many different 
empirical formulas used for precipitation type determination in hydrological models.  The most 
commonly used formulas have one or two fixed air temperatures to separate rain from snow, however, 
some use more elaborate algorithms.  The first part of this study consists of a comparison of common 
precipitation phase determination schemes to a database of 45 years of three-hour man-made weather 
observations for nineteen Swedish meteorological stations. These observations consist of surface air 
and dew point temperatures, precipitation mass and phase (classified as snow, rain, or mixed 
precipitation).  Model schemes using two air temperature thresholds, one threshold all snow (TS) and 
one all rain (TR) having a linear snow fraction decrease between the thresholds (TS = 0.0 C; TR = 2.0 C, 
or TS = -1.0; TR = 3.0 C) performed better than using a single rain/snow temperature threshold at all 
but two of 19 stations. A fitted air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial scheme 
resulted in similar, but slightly improved classification than a linear decreasing snow fraction approach 
at 13 of 19 locations.  

However, using the same empirical formula for all surface weather observations is a flawed technique 
since surface precipitation phase results from energy exchanges between falling precipitation and air in 
the lower atmosphere. Different lower atmospheric conditions cause dissimilar precipitation phase 
probabilities for near-freezing temperatures. Directly measured lower atmospheric conditions are 
seldom available for remote areas. However, meteorological observations occurring before/after 
similar air mass boundaries can be assumed to have alike atmospheric conditions which vary from 
most other observations. Therefore, hydrological models can indirectly account for lower atmospheric 
conditions. The second part of this study used twenty years of manual observations from eight U.S. 
weather stations to compare misclassified precipitation proportions when analyzing (a) all 
precipitation observations together and (b) identified cold air mass boundary observations (CAB) and 
non-CAB observations separately. The CAB observations were identified by a rapid surface air 
temperature decrease. Applying a linear decrease in snow fraction method, CAB had a TS (0 C), and 
TR (4 C) 1 C warmer than non-CAB (-1 C, 3 C). Analyzing CAB and non-CAB separately reduced 
misclassified precipitation by 23%, from 7.0 to 5.4%. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Many of today’s hydrological models use input data from surface weather stations for precipitation 

phase determination (e.g. Feiccabrino & Lundberg 2009). With a declining number of weather 

observers augmenting the automated observing systems (AOS), the manual verification and correction 

of precipitation phase is being lost, so precipitation phase determination scheme (PPDS) parameters 

for unmanned surface observations must be improved. Most of these hydrological models use a single 

empirical formula for PPDS (reviewed in Paper II). 

Correct determination of the precipitation phase (rain/snow) is crucial for the functioning of models 

that forecast, among other things, snow melt floods, water balances for glaciers and polar ices, climate 

change, and avalanche hazards (e.g. USACE, US Army Corps of Engineers 1956; Braun 1991; Rohrer 

& Braun 1994; Davis et al. 1999; Kongoli & Bland 2000).  Precipitation phase influences how large a 

fraction of the precipitation will contribute to; immediate runoff, the snow water equivalent in a 

catchments snowpack, an avalanche hazard, or delayed spring snowmelt runoff.  Precipitation phase 

also affects snow accumulation and ablation rates on glaciers and polar ices (Coudrain et al. 2006), the 

thickness of sea and lake ice (Lundberg & Feiccabrino 2009), and the mass of winter precipitation that 

sublimates or evaporates in tree crowns (Lundberg et al. 2004).   Improvements to PPDS can also have 

economic value in water management for recreation, hydropower production, city planning, and 

farming (Olson et al. 1995).  Single day precipitation events near the rain/snow threshold will be 

modelled differently depending on the PPDS.  This will result in different modelled snow 

accumulations e.g. observed snow could be classified as rain. However since most models include 

freezing of liquid precipitation within the snowpack this wrongly classified rain might freeze during a 

later cold period. The PPDS can also affect climate change model output e.g. the long term forecast of 

sea level rise and its intra-annual variability (Davis et al. 1999).  Changes in snow covered area and 

snow mass estimates that affect albedo and other energy balance parameters affect modeled feedback 

mechanisms.  This leads to alterations in local and global climate change estimates (Loth et al. 1993). 

The phase determination is most complicated for surface air temperatures where the precipitation 

phase probability changes from mostly snow to mostly rain, referred to here as the precipitation phase 

transition zone (PTZ). Though this is a problem for many academic fields and their applications e.g. 

engineering, biology, or ecological models the writing in this paper mostly focused on hydrological 

models.  In hydrological models there are three main PPDS approaches: (a) one single surface air 

temperature threshold separating rain from snow (TRS) (e.g. 1˚C Aðalgeirsdóttir et al. 2006), (b) two 

surface air temperature thresholds, one for all snow (TS) and one for all rain (TR); with a linear 

decrease in snow fraction (SF) for the surface air temperatures in a PTZ (e.g. USACE 1956), or (c) an 

air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial for surface air temperatures in the PTZ (e.g. 
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Bartlett et al. 2006; based on Auer 1974), see Figure 1. These examples of surface air temperature 

based empirical formulas for precipitation phase determination altogether ignore the lower 

atmospheric conditions acting on the precipitation (see Lundquist et al. 2008). 

 

Figure 1: Examples of 

commonly used surface air 

temperature based 

precipitation phase 

determination schemes. 

 

Using the same TRS, TS, or TR value/s for all precipitation observations in a surface air temperature 

based PPDS ignores the meteorological understanding that surface precipitation phase is not 

determined by surface conditions. Instead, surface precipitation phase is a result of latent heat 

exchanges between falling precipitation and air in the lowest 3 km of the atmosphere, hereafter called 

the lower troposphere (Carlson 1980; Browning 1986; Fraedrich et al. 1986; Venne et al. 1997; 

Bourgouin 2000).  Snow forms in the lower atmosphere when cloud temperatures are colder than 

freezing.  As snow falls through air warmer than 0.0˚C, a layer of water will form on the outside of the 

crystals (Fassnacht et al. 2001). Depending on the air temperature and thickness of warm tropospheric 

layer, energy exchanges between snow and the atmosphere could cause a phase change to mixed 

precipitation or rain before the hydrometeor reaches the ground (Davison 2003; Fassnacht et al. 2001).   

The SNOW 17 model (Reed et al. 2008) begins to address this problem by allowing a user defined 

lapse rate. However it is not this simple.  Most winter precipitation will occur as a result of air mass 

boundaries. The approach in the SNOW 17 model would work if the near surface vertical temperature 

profile consisted of a single air mass and could be assumed to cool steadily with height due to a steady 

decrease in air pressure (Figure 2a).  However, in many cases an air mass boundary adds a thin sharp 

air temperature change between two air masses in a vertical temperature profile (Figure 2b and c).  

The presence (Figure 2b) or lack of an air mass boundary (Figure 2a) above a location affects latent 

heat exchanges between precipitation and air.  Therefore, an air mass boundary present in the lower 

troposphere changes the probabilities of precipitation phases at near freezing temperatures.  

Considering the change in precipitation phase probabilities, different types of air mass boundaries 

should be expected to have different TRS, TS, and or TR values. 
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Figure 2: Vertical air temperature profiles in the lower troposphere for different near freezing precipitation 

events; a) a steadily cooling temperature with height, without an air mass boundary, b) an air mass boundary 

separating a cold (below) and a warm (above) air mass, c) an air mass boundary separating a warm (below) and 

a cold (above) air mass, and d) a steadily cooling temperature with height interrupted by an isothermal layer 

created from latent heat released when falling snow melts. 

The vertical (air) temperature profile of the lower troposphere is not measured by AOSs. However, 

similar changes in the vertical temperature profile are expected with similar types of air mass 

boundaries. Air mass boundary types can be identified by changes in wind speed, wind direction, and 

surface air temperature (Bjerknes 1919; Fraedrich et al. 1986; Oliver & Oliver 1945; Sanders 1999) 

when past, current and future surface observations are compared. 
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Goals and scope  

The overall aim of this study is to find the hydrological model PPDS resulting in the least amount of 

misclassified precipitation.  Long series of manual or augmented AOS precipitation phase 

observations from several meteorological stations are compared with the corresponding phases 

produced by different PPDSs for air temperatures between -1°C and 5°C.  The following model 

precipitation phase determination approaches were tested:  

1. One single air temperature threshold TRS. 

2. Two air temperature thresholds, TS and TR, with a linear decrease in SF between TS and TR.  

3. Two air temperature thresholds TS and TR with an air temperature dependent snow probability 

polynomial between TS and TR.    

4. Approach 2, using separate threshold values depending on the type of air mass boundary 

passage producing the precipitation.  The type of air mass boundary passage was determined 

based on the rate of surface air temperature change.  

The PPDSs are compared by the amount of misclassified precipitation as either; A) observed snow 

misclassified as rain hereafter referred to as snow error (εSnow), B) observed rain misclassified as snow, 

hereafter referred to as rain error (εRain) or, C) the sum of A and B, hereafter referred to as (total) 

misclassified precipitation (εTot) and the change in long term snow mass. 

This study does not attempt to add upper air data to current surface based hydrological model input; 

instead it works within current model constraints. 

Thesis Outline 

Each chapter of this study is broken down into two parts: in the first part the common hydrological 

model surface based PPDS approaches are compared; in the second part a new surface based air mass 

boundary identification method is presented.   

The advantages and disadvantages of common hydrological model PPDS approaches and the proposed 

scheme are discussed in the background.  It also includes a discussion of the theory behind the 

proposed air mass boundary identification method that should be understandable by a non-

meteorological audience.   

This is followed by a description of the observation datasets, a method discussion for the steps in the 

PPDS comparison, and the formulas used for identification of observations affected by different air 

mass boundaries.  Next, the results of the hydrological model PPDS and air mass boundary 

identification methods are discussed.  Finally, the major conclusions and possible further expansion of 

this study are presented.                                                                                                  o 
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Chapter II: Background 

The importance of precipitation phase determination has long been recognized in snow hydrology 

(Yuter et al. 2006).  Yet, rain/snow discrimination remains one of the most difficult tasks for 

hydrologists and meteorologists (Lackmann et al. 2002).  The trend to stop the manual augmentation 

of AOSs increases the need for correct precipitation phase determination in hydrology.  For example, 

if a model were to misidentify a snow event as rain, the model output should underestimate snow 

cover albedo, predict a quicker runoff, and underestimate the amount of snow that would need to be 

melted (Davison 2003).  The albedo of freshly fallen snow is much higher than snow that has been 

darkened by particles sticking to the exposed surface which is important for energy balances when 

estimating snow and ice melt on glaciers and snow packs (Coudrain et al. 2006).  Rain, if not stored in 

the snow would become river runoff, while snow would not be released until melting of the snowpack. 

Correct precipitation phase determination linked with temperature projections in climatological 

models is extremely important for maritime snow climates where snowfall at temperatures near 0°C, 

accounts for a large proportion of the yearly precipitation (Nolin & Daly 2006).  In similar areas, the 

winter snowpack is relied on for recreation, discharge of snowmelt for drinking water, fish habitats, 

and hydropower through the dryer spring to fall seasons (Nolin & Daly 2006).  With the expected 

warming of the climate, winter snow dominated areas with mean temperatures near freezing are 

projected to become rain dominated, which is a major concern for lower elevations in a maritime snow 

environment (Nolin & Daly 2006).  The snow accumulation season in these areas should also start 

later and end sooner, with a corresponding rise of the rain snow line (Nolin & Daly 2006).  An 

increase in the rain/snow line elevation will impact local economies by e.g. putting lower elevation ski 

areas at risk due to a shortening of the ski season (Nolin & Daly 2006) which could force closure.  A 

rise in the rain/snow line, causing a decrease in snow covered area would decrease the snow water 

equivalent in catchments. This will decrease warm season runoff, causing possible water shortages 

(Coudrain et al. 2006), and influence water management decisions. It will, however, reduce the 

frequency and severity of rain on snow flooding events due to a decrease in 1.) total days with snow 

cover, 2.) snow covered area, and 3.) snow water equivalent in a catchment (McCabe et al. 2007).   

Areas where the winter temperature drops well below freezing e.g. the interior of the northern 

continents will have a slightly later onset of the cold season, and earlier end of it. However, with much 

of the winter precipitation occurring at temperatures well below freezing precipitation phase should 

stay as mostly snow (McCabe et al. 2007).   
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Papers I and II: Precipitation Phase Determination in Hydrological Models 

The precipitation phase determination scheme is one of three important parameters for a snow model, 

according to Kongoli & Bland (2000), and many different schemes have been used. The most 

commonly used approach is a simple step function (threshold temperatures) where all precipitation 

colder than the rain/snow temperature threshold (TRS) is assumed snow and all precipitation equal to 

and warmer than the threshold is assumed rain.   There are other frequently applied approaches that 

use two threshold temperatures, one for snow (TS), and one for rain (TR).  All air temperatures at and 

colder than Ts have a snow fraction (SF) of 100%, all air temperatures at and warmer than TR have a 

SF of 0%, and all temperatures in the precipitation phase transition zone (PTZ), between TS and TR 

have mixed phase precipitation (e.g. Fuchs et al. 2001). The SF in the PTZ can either follow a linear 

decrease from TS to TR, or an air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial.   

PPDSs can be based on different types of temperature. Most widespread is the use of average air 

temperature, but dew point temperature, wet bulb temperature, and daily maximum and/or minimum 

air temperatures are sometimes used.  Finally, there are various other methods based on air 

temperatures at and above the ground surface, weather radars, and satellite images.  

Air temperature threshold (ATT) methods 

Today, many models and studies use an ATT scheme. In 1956, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE 1956) determined that ATT is usually between 1.1 and 1.7°C varying between locations 

(Yuter et al. 2006).  Other studies suggest that the snow/rain ATT may be dependent on elevation or 

season.  Yang et al. (1997) suggested a station specific rain/snow ATT while Kienzle (2008) found a 

seasonal oscillation in ATT at many stations with a maximum ATT in the summer and a minimum in 

the winter.   

Despite this, many models still use a fixed ATT. However, some models e.g. the CHRM and NWS 

Snow accumulation and ablation models, use a default ATT that can be changed either for single 

events or permanently adjusted (Pomeroy et al. 2007; Baun 2005).  Some researchers found dew point 

temperature thresholds (DTT) to be a better indicator of precipitation phase.   Marks & Winstral 

(2007) found that in Idaho (50 m elevation intervals between 8 weather stations), the DTT of 0.0˚C 

performed consistently better than an ATT. 

An advantage with using an ATT is that it is a quick simple method using minimal processing power. 

The main disadvantage is that it does not take into account mixed phase precipitation that often occurs 

when temperatures approach the TRS. In Sweden e.g. mixed precipitation phase observations accounted 

for 16% of the total precipitation, mostly occurring between the air temperatures of -2.0˚C and 4.0˚C; 

with a maximum at 1.0˚C and spread around the maximum value in the form of a Gaussian curve 

(Feiccabrino & Lundberg 2007).  
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Snow (TS) and rain (TR) temperature threshold methods 

To account for the gradual decrease in SF occurring at air temperatures approaching an ATT some 

models use two thresholds, with a PTZ between TS and TR.   There are two common methods, 1.) a 

linear decrease in SF or 2.) an air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial for SF.   

The simplest method to apply requiring just a bit more processing power than a TRS is a linear decrease 

in SF between TS and TR.  The use of an air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial 

would require the most processing power of the three options.  However, a linear decrease in SF 

approach should have more misclassified precipitation then a probability polynomial due to the 

reoccurring inverted S-shaped SF temperature relationship.   

Auer (1974) used 1000 observations to make such a probability polynomial.  Two examples of models 

using a 6
th
 order polynomial for SF based on Auer’s (1974) polynomial (Equation 1) with TS of 0.45˚C 

and TR of 5.97˚C are the CLASS 3.1 (Bartlett et al. 2006) and WATCLASS 2.7 (Davison 2003).  The 

found relationship between air temperature and SF has an inverted S-shaped form at all the Swedish 

stations studied (See papers I and II) support in this approach.    

SF(T) = 0.0202T
6
-0.366T

5
+2.0399T

4
-1.5089T

3
-15.038T

2
+4.664T+100

. 
(1) 

Other methods 

Some models use variations of the ATT approach. The Australian Snow Model (Schreider et al. 1997) 

and the RMS (Coughlan & Running 1997) use daily maximum and minimum air temperatures in their 

PPDS.  Some studies have also found the daily minimum air temperature to act as a better 

precipitation phase indicator than the daily average air temperature (Ruddell et al. 1990; Schreider et 

al. 1997).  The CCM1 is a variation of models using ATT 0.0˚C.  In this model, if the air temperatures 

at the ground, 30m and 100m above ground level are all warmer than 0.0˚C then all precipitation is 

rain, otherwise all precipitation is snow (Marshall et al. 1994). 

Less conventional hydrological models attempt to identify freezing levels and the temperature 

characteristics of fronts by using more advanced PPDS approaches incorporating upper air data, 

weather radars and or satellite images.  The SNOW 17 model attempts to address the issue of upper air 

temperatures by allowing a user defined lapse rate (Reed et al. 2008). 

Fassnacht et al. (2001) used weather radar information to predict the amount of precipitation and the 

Auer polynomial to determine the phase.  These last three mentioned hydrological models apply PPDS 

methods that are much closer to meteorological PPDS methods which are heavily weighed on upper 

air measurements. 
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Precipitation Phase Discrimination in Meteorology 

Most meteorological PPDS approaches are based on measurements of lower tropospheric conditions 

rather than applying a surface air temperature approach. 

The sampling instruments on a weather balloon (Radiosonde data) transmit air pressure, air 

temperature, dew-point, and wind speed/direction data.  The vertical temperature profile from 

radiosonde data is considered more reliable for PPDS than near surface air temperature. This is in 

large part due to the earth’s surface absorption of ultraviolet solar radiation and emittance of infra-red 

radiation.  This infra-red radiation makes air temperatures closer to the ground fluctuate more through 

a day than air temperatures just a couple hundred meters above the ground.   

Thickness Values 

The change in height (z) (layer thickness) between two pressure layers can be used to estimate the 

average temperature between the two levels. Radiosonde data is used to identify the heights of two 

pressure levels e.g. the classic 500-1000mb z. Since p is proportional to z and density, if p is 

constant and z is small we have low density (cold air) and vice versa (Figure 3)  

 

p (mb) Critical z (m) 

1000-850 1300 

1000-700 2840 

1000-500 5400 

Figure 3:  Illustration of 850mb 

(black) 700mb (gray) and 500mb 

(bar) ∆z above the 1000mb 

pressure level for a cold air mass, 

warm air mass and a typical air 

mass boundary.   

The value of z can therefore be used as a measure of the average air temperature for the p layer and 

therefore also as a threshold for when the precipitation changes from mainly snow to mainly rain 

(Figure 3). If the z is above a critical z value rain is expected and if it is below snow is expected 

(Venne et al., 1997).  However, air mass boundaries (having warm air above cold air or vice versa) can 

produce different rain or snow results since z corresponds to the average temperature between 

pressure levels (850mb and 700mb in Figure 3). 

Freezing Levels 

Information about the altitude of the first freezing level (the height above ground where the air 

temperature first cools to 0.0ºC) is available from radiosonde data.  This altitude could be used to 
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determine the probability of snow falling through a near surface warm layer with a known height 

(Table 1). However this approach does not account for: A) the available energy in the near surface 

warm layer, B) possible warm air mass boundary above the first freezing level, or C) the rate of 

precipitation.  The figures given in Table 2 are average values so more intense snowfall than the 

average snowfall e.g. would increase the probability of snow falling through a warm layer since the 

energy in the layer would also have to be higher than normal to melt all the snow. On average, the 

warm layer under the freezing level must be at least 1200ft (365m) thick to completely melt all snow 

(Venne et al., 1997).  

Table 1: Probability of snow (SF) based on the height of the freezing layer above the soil surface. 

Altitude of the freezing layer (m)* 0 95 200 280 365 

SF (%) 100 90 70 50 0 

*Converted from (McNulty 1988) feet to nearest 5 meter interval 

Paper III: Suggested Air Mass Identification Method 

In general, clouds and precipitation form when the air temperature in a parcel of air reaches the 

condensation (temperature) level.  Generally, warm air masses are forced to ascend denser colder air 

masses at air mass boundaries.  While ascending the air pressure on the warm air mass decreases 

causing the air temperature to drop to the point of condensation.   For this reason most precipitation 

can be associated with the vertical displacement of a warm air mass at an air mass boundary. 

The air temperature in a vertical temperature profile through a single air mass can be assumed to cool 

steadily with height due to a corresponding steady decrease in air pressure (Figure 2a). An air mass 

boundary alters this basic assumption by adding a thin, sharp air temperature change between two air 

masses usually resulting in the warmer, less dense air mass being forced over the colder, more dense 

air mass (Figure 2b). The presence (Figure 2b) or lack of an air mass boundary (Figure 2a) above a 

location affects latent heat exchanges between precipitation and air causing freezing or melting of 

hydrometeors before reaching the surface. Therefore, an air mass boundary present in the lower 

troposphere changes precipitation phase probabilities at near freezing temperatures. Considering the 

above, different types of air mass boundaries should be expected to have different TRS, TS, and/or TR 

values. 

All observations affected by the same air mass type are here assumed to have approximately the same 

lower tropospheric conditions acting on precipitation. However, in reality each individual air mass 

boundary observation has its own unique vertical temperature profile. Variability is added to vertical 

temperature profiles (Figures 2a–c) when the energy exchanged between the precipitation and 

atmosphere for melting (Figure 2d) and freezing is considered (see Kain et al. 2000). Frozen 

precipitation will melt when falling through air warmer than freezing. This melting absorbs latent heat 
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from the environment, causing a near freezing isothermal layer (Lackmann et al. 2002) which is 

usually a few hundred meters deep (Fujibe, 2000).  The depth is directly proportional to the intensity of 

precipitation (Kain et al. 2000). The opposite will occur if liquid precipitation freezes in a sub-freezing 

atmospheric layer. 

The vertical temperature profile above a location was in this study assumed to have a maximum of one 

air mass boundary. However, there is sometimes more than one air mass boundary above a location 

which can result in multiple freezing levels (see Hux et al. 2001). It was also assumed that temperature 

decreases steadily with height in an air mass. However, vertical temperature decrease is somewhat 

variable, especially when air changes from dry (clear) to moist (clouds), since the adiabatic lapse rate 

is about 10˚C/1000m for dry air and about 5˚C/1000m for moist air. 

Therefore, it is proposed that hydrological models can be improved by using different TRS, TS, or TR 

value/s in their PPDS for different types of air mass boundaries. This improvement specifically 

addresses the misclassified precipitation associated with warm and cold air advection (air mass 

boundaries) noted by Loth et al. (1993). 

Air Mass Boundary Identification 

There are several kinds of air mass boundaries and considerable variability among them (Taylor et al. 

1993). Though not entirely correct, air mass boundaries can be assumed to behave as solid surfaces 

(Smith & Reeder 1998) keeping warm and cold air masses from mixing (Bjerknes & Solberg 1922). 

The strongest of these air mass boundaries are fronts, which essentially extend from the ground to the 

top of the troposphere (Smith & Reeder 1998).  With few exceptions, (arctic fronts) fronts are always 

associated with cyclones. 

Cyclones are the most common type of winter storm and are responsible for a majority of winter 

precipitation events (Stewart et al. 1995).  I.e. they were responsible for 82.7% of the winter 

precipitation mass in a German study (Fraedrich et al. 1986).  The classical (AKA ideal or Norwegian) 

cyclone model (Bjerknes, 1919) is the basis for most (if not all) cyclone models (Carlson, 1980), 

including the conveyor belt model (Browning, 1986). 

The “conveyor belt” model explains the movement of high velocity warm, cold, and dry airstreams 

(conveyor belt) which are important to air mass movement and interaction (Figure 4).  Warm and cold 

fronts are formed where these conveyor belts meet (Figures 5 and 6). 

Frontal boundaries can be recognized at the surface by identifiable characteristics such as a cyclonic 

(counter- clockwise) wind shift, and a surface air temperature gradient across the boundary (Schultz 

2005). Wind speeds are also known to increase at frontal boundaries. Other types of cold/warm air 

mass boundaries, such as troughs, are usually weaker and lack at least one identifying characteristic of 

fronts (Sanders 1999; Schultz 2005).   
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Figure 4: Overhead view of the conveyor belt model 

with red arrows showing the movement of the 

warm belt, and blue arrows showing the movement 

of the cold and dry belts.  The thin black arrows 

show surface wind direction. The warm front is 

marked as a dashed line and the cold front as a dash 

dot line.  

 

Figure 5: A lower tropospheric cross section 

perpendicular to a warm frontal boundary where a 

stationary surface location progresses in time from 

point A to E. 

Figure 6: A lower tropospheric cross section 

perpendicular to a cold frontal boundary where a 

stationary surface location progresses in time from 

point A to D.  

Warm fronts 

Warm fronts (WFs) are a subgroup of warm air mass boundaries where cold air is replaced by warm 

air (Venne et al. 1997) (Figures 5a–e). Precipitation intensity is light and constant, lasting for many 

hours before surface frontal passage. This is due to the shallow ascent of warm air up the frontal slope 

(Hanesiak et al. 1997), see Figure 5. 

Some WFs are well defined with surface air temperature gradients exceeding 10C per 100 km 

(Stewart et al. 1995). However, surface identification of other WFs can be difficult due to weak peak 

winds 8–10 kts (5 m/s), only a 1–2˚C warming of surface air temperature across the boundary, and a 

slow continuous wind shift (Taylor et al. 1993).  
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The vertical temperature profile during WF precipitation (Figures 5b–d) has a thin, sharp warming of 

the air between a lower and an upper air mass (Figure 2b). This boundary progressively lowers as the 

surface WF approaches a location.  Therefore, pre-frontal precipitation will be affected by a shallow 

sharp warming in the vertical temperature profile (Figure 2b) and if this air mass boundary is close 

enough to the surface, the precipitation phase probabilities will change in favor of rain at near freezing 

surface temperatures. 

Cold fronts 

Cold fronts are a subgroup of cold air mass boundaries (CAB) where warm air is replaced by cold air 

(Venne et al. 1997) (Figures 6a–d). There are two types of cold fronts; the one dealt with in this paper 

is the ana-cold front. Ana-cold fronts (ACFs) have a narrow elongated area (line) of great intensity 

precipitation before and during frontal passage (Figures 6b-c). This is caused by the rapid ascension of 

warm air up a steep frontal slope (Bjerknes 1919; Browning & Monk 1982; Browning 1986; Smith & 

Reeder 1998; Stewart et al. 1995). 

ACFs can be identified at the surface by heavy precipitation, a rapid cyclonic wind shift, high wind 

velocities, and a cooling of surface air temperatures across the frontal boundary(Browning 1986). 

The vertical temperature profile before a surface ACF passage steadily cools with height (Figures 6b-c 

and 2a).  Due to the steep frontal slope, much of the precipitation will have heavy intensities and occur 

before frontal passage.  However, the lack of an air mass boundary in the vertical temperature profile 

(Figure 2a) will change the precipitation phase probability in favor of snow for near freezing surface 

temperatures. 

The other type of cold front is known as a kata-cold front. Kata-cold fronts have an upper cold frontal 

boundary (2 to 3 km above the ground) that advances well ahead of its surface cold frontal boundary 

(Browning 1986). The cold air advancing over warm surface air forms a unique air mass boundary 

with warm lighter air under dense cold air (Figure 2c and 7). Precipitation can be expected in two 

locations: 1.) at the upper front due to frontal lift (Figure 7A), and 2.) under the upper front before 

surface frontal passage due to unstable mixing of the warm moist air trapped under the cold dense air 

of the upper front (Figure 7B).  Little to no precipitation is expected during or after the passage of the 

surface front (Figure 7C), as the warm air mass was already lifted at the upper front (Figure 7A).  On 

the ground a cyclonic wind shift with a weak surface air temperature cooling can indicate surface or 

upper kata-cold frontal boundary passage. Kata-cold fronts are therefore difficult to identify at the 

surface and are not used in this study. 
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Figure 7: Kata-cold front with an upper cold front 

pushed ahead of the surface front by the dry 

conveyor belt (thin blue arrow). At point B mixing of 

heavier cold air with underlying lighter warm air 

causes showers. 

Figure 8: An occlusion, with the warm air mass lifted off 

the ground.  The possible surface boundaries between 

the two cold air masses are marked with gray lines 

since they may or may not still exist at points A or B.  

There is no arrow for movement since it may be 

stationary.  The above ground frontal boundary 

between cold and warm air causes the precipitation.   

Other common air mass boundaries 

Occlusions are formed when a CF and WF meet and can have either warming (Figure 8B) or cooling 

(Figure 8A) of air temperatures at the surface air mass boundary, but most of the precipitation will be 

associated with the upper air mass boundary. When these fronts meet the warm air mass which used to 

separate a CF and WF is lifted from the surface (Figure 8). The surface air mass boundary for an 

occlusion then separates the cold air masses associated with pre-WF (Figure 5a-c) and post CF (Figure 

6d) boundary air (Bjerknes & Solberg 1922). At the surface, this air mass boundary is usually weak 

with little to no change in air temperature or wind speed/direction. 

A pre-frontal trough usually has a small or negligible surface air temperature decrease across the air 

mass boundary. It usually occurs ahead of a main cold front having a cyclonic wind shift, but the 

contrasts in wind or surface air temperature are too weak to be considered a cold front (Schultz 2005). 

A baroclinic trough could be a cold or warm air mass boundary. It lacks a cyclonic wind shift, but has 

many other frontal characteristics (Sanders 1999). 

An arctic trough (front) is a baroclinic trough with a sharp boundary of cold polar air moving 

equatorward (resembling Figure 6). It is characterized by a sharp cooling of surface air temperatures 

and an increase in wind speed, but little to no cyclonic change in wind direction (Wang et al. 1995). 
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Chapter III: Method Discussion 

In this section, the source data used for the analysis is first described followed by a discussion of the 

different PPDS analyzed.  Thereafter is a discussion on how the PPDSs were assessed.   Finally, the 

air mass boundary identification method is described, along with how the air mass boundaries 

observations were identified.   

Source Data 

Papers I and II 

Here 45 years of three hourly observations from 

1961 to 2006 for 19 Swedish weather stations 

(Figure 9) provided by the Swedish 

Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 

(SMHI) were used.  The observations consisted 

of: the date/time, total precipitation for the period 

(resolution 0.1mm), average air and dew point 

temperatures (resolution 0.1˚C), and up to three 

weather identification codes listed in no particular 

order for time or predominance over the three 

hour period. 

Paper III 

Manual on the hour winter (November to April) 

observations from eight weather stations in the 

United States provided by the U.S. Air Force 

Weather Agency (Figure 10 and Table 2) were 

used. At the time of each observation the 

 

Figure 9: Map of Sweden, weather stations used for 

papers I and II are marked with black squares. 

following five minute average conditions were recorded: wind direction to 10˚ azimuth, wind speed in 

knots (kts), predominant visibility (m), up to three precipitation types listed by predominance, and 

surface air and dew-point temperatures (resolution 1.0˚C).   

The wind data and the use of a shorter period (1 hour) between observations allow easier air mass 

boundary identification for the U.S. dataset compared to the Swedish dataset.  However, the 1.0˚C 

temperature resolution makes it more difficult to identify threshold changes in the U.S. dataset 

compared to the Swedish dataset. 
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Table 2: Weather station identification codes (ICAO) with 

region and observation periods.  

Figure 10: Location of U.S. weather 

stations used in paper III. 

 
Statio

n 

Years Region Start Date End Date 

 

KMOU 21 West 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03 

KSKA 20 West 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 02 

KHIF 17 West 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 99 

KMIB 21 Plains 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03 

KRDR 21 Plains 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03 

KRCA 21 Plains 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03 

KNHZ 21 East 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03 

KLIZ 21 East 01 JAN 70 31 DEC 91 

Handling of observed datasets  

The observations within the air temperature range of -1˚C to 5˚C were used for the PPDS analysis.   

Precipitation phase observations were categorized as: snow (S) for snow, groppel, and ice pellets, 

freezing for freezing rain, and freezing drizzle, rain (R) for rain, and drizzle, and mixed for any 

combination of the above categories 

For papers I and II, where precipitation mass was used gauge reported precipitation was used without 

correction for precipitation under catch.  The difference in wind error for rain (2-14%) and snow (5-

80%) (Kokkonen et al. 2006) is at a minimum for air temperatures approaching a TRS.  This is mainly 

due to the fact that the density of snow approaches that of rain for air temperatures approaching TRS 

but is also due to changes in the shape of the snowflake at those temperatures (Allerup et al. 1997). 

Thus, snow missing the gauge will be more of a factor in snow or ice mass balances requiring the total 

amount of snow than it will affect TRS, TS or, TR. Also, all observations with less than 0.1 mm of water 

equivalent were removed since the precipitation mass is immeasurable. 

In paper III, the change in air temperature, and wind direction over a two and four hour period were 

added to the observation dataset before all observations with visibilities greater than 9.000 m were 

excluded.  As precipitation amounts measured at hourly intervals were not available in the U.S. 

dataset, visibilities > 9000 m were excluded to remove precipitation events with negligible intensities. 

Since both precipitation and the presence of a light fog or mist from sublimation of snow at near 

freezing temperatures will decrease visibility, precipitation mass cannot be determined from visibility 

alone. Therefore, precipitation observations with visibilities of 9000 m or less were used without 

respect to precipitation mass as was done in papers I and II.  Following the example of other PPDS 

studies, observations with freezing precipitation were excluded since their inclusion as snow or rain 

would be model dependent. 

Snow Fraction in Mixed Precipitation 

Mixed precipitation observations are a problem for PPDS studies, as there is no way to determine 

snow and rain fractions from the surface observations.  Few studies focus on the ratio of snow to rain 

in mixed precipitation and the studies that are available (e.g. Stewart et al. 1984; Yuter et al. 2006) are 
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short term, usually analyzing a single storm. However, the treatment of mixed precipitation should be 

considered for PPDS focusing on the PTZ (Figure 11).  . 

Paper II used the approach of comparing the two extremes of excluding all mixed precipitation, or 

considering any mixed precipitation observation as 50% rain and 50% snow (e.g. Fuchs et al. 2001) 

regardless of air temperature.  With the exception of an increase in misclassified precipitation for all 

PPDSs tested and the widening of the PTZ for the linear decrease in SF schemes, results including 

mixed precipitation were similar to those excluding mixed precipitation.  Therefore, the most common 

approach of excluding mixed precipitation (Bartlett et al. 2006) for all schemes along with including 

mixed precipitation for the linear decrease in SF schemes are presented. 

  

Figure 11: Observed percentage of mixed precipitation 

events for the identified cold air mass boundaries (CAB) 

and for the non-CAB. 

Figure 12:  Observed snow fraction including mixed 

precipitation treated as all snow, all rain, or excluded 

for all observations in the CAB group. 

In paper III mixed precipitation observations were considered using the following approaches: (1) as 

all snow (Bartlett et al. 2006), (2) as all rain, or (3) excluded (e.g., CLASS in Fassnacht & Soulis 

2002) (Figure 12). The actual SF of mixed precipitation is expected to be somewhere between the first 

two approaches. The third approach, excluding mixed precipitation, meets this expectation. With this 

approach, below the TRS value the SF resembles approach (1), above the TRS value the SF resembles 

approach (2) and at the TRS itself the SF is about halfway between the two first approaches (see Figure 

12). Approach (3), excluding mixed precipitation would give a similar result as using an equation that 

would include mixed precipitation colder than TRS as mostly snow, and warmer than the TRS as mostly 

rain.  

Results excluding mixed precipitation agree well with the PTZ study by Stewart et al. (1984).  This 

study using in-flight measurements of air temperature and images of precipitation suggested that 

between 0˚C and 0.5˚C in-cloud precipitation was mostly snow, but by 1.3˚C almost all was rain.  It 

also agrees well with the findings of Yuter et al. (2006) where surface weather observations at 
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different elevations on a mountain found the rain fraction to be 1% in the isothermal layer 0˚C, 4% 

from 0 to 0.5˚C, and 93% between 0.5 and 1.5˚C. 

Analysis 

Kongoli & Bland (2000) suggested testing PPDSs by the amount of misclassified water equivalent.  

All the precipitation observations for the 19 weather stations were pooled together, as in Daly et al. 

(2000) to determine one shared TRS and an individual station TRS.  Each TRS was set to the warmest 

surface air temperature with an observed snow fraction (SFO) = 50% or greater.  

Observations with surface air temperatures (T) at and colder than the TRS were treated as having a 

modeled snow fraction (SFM) = 100%, while observations with surface air temperatures warmer then 

the TRS were treated as having SFM = 0%.  

For TTRS   SFM = 1 and for T>TRS   SFM= 0 

All snow observations with surface air temperatures warmer than a TRS (SFM > SFO), or all rain 

observations with surface air temperatures at or colder than a TRS (SFM < SFO) were considered 

misclassified precipitation (ε).  When the sum of differences between SFM and SFO is multiplied by the 

total precipitation mass/or number of events (Precip) the resulting value is the total misclassified 

precipitation (εTot) (Equation 2) (Figures 13 and 14): 
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Figure 13: Observed percentages of rain and snow with rain 

misclassified as snow and snow misclassified as rain using a 

single surface air temperature threshold scheme at 1C. 

Figure 14: Total misclassified precipitation 

percentages from Figure 13. 
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In papers I and II, seven PPDSs were for the temperature range (-1 to +5C) compared to the observed 

precipitation type; 

scheme A) TRS = 0C (commonly used in many models) 

scheme B) TRS = 1C (optimized value for all Sweden) 

scheme C) TRS = XX-YY C (optimized value for each location) 

scheme D) TS = 0C, TR = 2C (Linear decrease in SFM from TS to TR) 

scheme E) TS = -1C, TR = 3C (Linear decrease in SFM from TS to TR) 

scheme F) TS = -2C, TR = 4C (Linear decrease in SFM from TS to TR) 

scheme G) TS = -2C, TR = 4.2C (probability polynomial decrease in SFM from TS to TR) 

 

Scheme G is an air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial (Equation 3) which best 

describes the inverted S-shaped air temperature-dependent SF curve from the Swedish dataset (see 

papers I and II). 

))07.1(0817.0(SF 07.3

M  TEXP . (3) 

The performance of the schemes were judged by the following  

a) observed rain error (εRain) (Equation 4), 
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b) observed snow error (εSnow) (Equation 5), 
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(5) 

c) total misclassified precipitation (εTot in Equation 2) i.e. the sum of the two errors above  

d) proportion of misclassified precipitation in the solid phase (εSolid Phase) (Equation 6),  

Tot

Snow
Phase Solid




 

. 

(6) 

e) relative difference in snowfall between modeled and observed precipitation (ΔSnow)(Equation 7), 
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Paper III: Applying Air Mass Boundary Identification to Hydrological Models 

The literature review of air mass boundaries was used to derive a simplified scheme to identify 

precipitation phase observations affected by similar air mass boundaries. The identification scheme is 

based on wind speed, cyclonic change in wind direction, and surface air temperature changes across 

the air mass boundary (Table 3), using equations similar to the algorithm in Lucas et al. (2001).  

Observation groups affected by different air mass boundaries were analyzed for changes in their TRS 

and PTZs (TS and TR values). Finally, the percentage of misclassified precipitation observations was 

compared between (a) all precipitation (AP) observations grouped together for common TRS, TS, and 

TR values and (b) air mass boundary observation groups analyzed separately for group specific TRS, 

TS, and TR values.  

Table 3: Guide to identification of surface air mass boundary passage. Characteristics of air mass boundary 

passage in respect to wind speed, changes in cyclonic wind direction, and surface air temperature.  The bold 

font indicates air mass types and the parameters used to identify them.   

 

Type of Front or Trough 

 

Acronym 

Change in 

Wind Direction 

Wind 

Speed 

Change in  

Temperature 

Warm Front  (WF) Strong - Increase (weak) 

Ana-Cold Front  (ACF/CAB) Strong High Decrease (strong) 

Kata-Cold Front (Upper) - - Low - 

Kata-Cold Front (Lower) (CAB) Strong Low Decrease (weak) 

Occlusion Front - - Low - 

Arctic/Barotropic Trough (CAB) Weak High Decrease (strong) 

Pre-Frontal Trough (CAB) - - Decrease (-) 

 

 GROUP % OBS SYMBOL 

AP 100%  

CAB 12%  

ACF 1%  

WF 1%  

Figure 15: Identified frequency of observation groups. 
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Identification of warm frontal zone observations 

A WF zone was identified by the following four-hour conditions (Equation 8): (a) the surface air 

temperature during an observation (Tt) was at least 2˚C warmer than an observation four hours before 

(Tt-4), (b) the wind speed at the end of the observation period (wSt) was greater than or equal to 15 

knots (8 m/s), and (c) a cyclonic change in wind direction (wDt-wDt-4) between 30˚ and 180˚ had 

occurred during the period:  

       180)(30152)( 44 ttttt wDwDandktswSandCTTIf , (8) 

then the event was classified as a WF zone with a surface WF passage at the time of the last 

observation. The identified WF group accounted for 1% of all precipitation (Figure 15). 

Identification of cold air mass boundary zone observations 

A CAB zone was identified by the following two-hour condition (Equation 9): the surface air 

temperature two hours before an observation (Tt-2) was at least 2˚C warmer than during an observation 

Tt: 

 CTTIf tt  2)( 2 , (9) 

then the event was classified as a CAB zone, with a surface CAB passage at the time of the last 

observation. The identified CAB group, always including ACF, accounted for 12% of all precipitation 

observations (Figure 15). 

Identification of ana-cold frontal zone observations 

An ACF zone is a CAB zone (above) with two additional two-hour conditions (Equation 10): (a) the 

wind speed wSt at the end of the observation period was greater than or equal to 15 kts, and (b) a 

cyclonic change in wind direction (wDt-wDt-2) between 30˚ and 180˚ had occurred during the period: 

       180)(30152)( 22 ttttt wDwDandktswSandCTTIf , (10) 

then the event was classified as an ACF zone, with a surface ACF passage at the time of the last 

observation. The identified ACF group accounted for 1% of all precipitation (Figure 15). 

Further air mass boundary passage identification 

The requirements for air mass boundary identification were kept simple allowing multiple types of air 

mass boundaries to be lumped into only a few classification groups. According to Table 3, the WF 

observation group Equation (8) should identify strong WF zones and possibly some occlusions.  The 

CAB observation group Equation (9) should identify ACF, some strong occlusions, arctic troughs and 

possibly some prefrontal troughs. The ACF observation group Equation (10) should identify ACF and 
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rare cases of strong occlusions or prefrontal troughs. The remaining unidentified air mass boundary 

(UAB) observation group should then consist of most occlusions, pre frontal troughs, some baroclinic 

troughs, weak WF, upper and lower kata-cold fronts, WF precipitation observations occurring more 

than four hours before frontal passage, orographic precipitation, and the rare winter convective storm. 

Air mass boundary method analysis 

For each of the classified observation groups (i.e. CAB), misclassified precipitation was determined 

using both a TRS and a linear decrease in SF approach. The analysis was made for the surface air 

temperature range -1 to 5˚C and followed the approach by Kongoli & Bland (2000).  Surface air 

temperatures with a misclassified precipitation rate over 10% in the TRS scheme above were regarded 

as part of a PTZ where 1> SF > 0. The TS and TR values were set one surface air temperature step 

wider than the PTZ. The SFM was then assumed to decrease linearly from TS to TR. The difference 

between SFM and SFO from equation (2) gave misclassified precipitation (εTot) for each air temperature 

step. Again as above, the snow and rain errors were calculated using equations (4) and (5). 

The treatment of mixed precipitation as all rain, all snow (Bartlett et al. 2006), or excluded  was found 

to have no affect on the TR or TS values for any of the observation groups (see paper III). The 

treatment of mixed precipitation observations only affected the TRS for CAB. Since the snow to rain 

ratio for mixed precipitation is unknown, the analysis presented here excludes mixed precipitation 

observations.   

For this air mass boundary technique to be worthwhile there must be a contrast in precipitation phase 

distribution in respect to air temperature between observation groups.   

Therefore, the time steps in Equation (8-10) must be long enough to give a large enough sample size 

and small enough to exclude observations not affected by the air mass boundary. If the time steps are 

too long, observations not affected by changes in the near-surface vertical temperature profile will be 

included in the groups. However, if the time steps are too short, observation groups (e.g. ACF) could 

differ much in TRS, TS or TR from other observation groups, but the number of observations in the 

group may be too few to have a meaningful effect on overall PPDS. 

This method also relies on air mass boundaries being identified at the surface. However, surface air 

mass boundaries can discontinuously advance across large regions and are therefore not always 

identified at the surface (Smith & Reeder 1998; Bryan & Fritsch 2000). Even when air mass 

boundaries exist at the surface, they may not be identifiable (Fraedrich et al. 1986). Relations used to 

identify air mass boundaries differ between authors, for example Fraedrich et al. (1986) used only a 

surface air temperature change greater than or equal to 3˚C per 100 km to identify fronts, while many 

authors including Anderson (1973) and Taylor et al. (1993) consider a cyclonic wind shift to be the 
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best indicator of frontal boundaries. In this paper both of these methods were used, the first to identify 

general CAB, while the latter was used to identify ACF and WF. 

This method links changes in the PTZ to a relative time before (or after) a surface air mass boundary 

passes a location. However, the length of time a WF or CAB affects the lower troposphere over a 

location varies with air mass boundary speed, angle of warm air ascent, and to what extent the air mass 

boundary is moving parallel or perpendicular to the location. For this reason, a four-hour time step was 

used for the slower shallower sloping WF zones (Figure 5) and a two-hour time step was used for the 

faster and steeper sloping CAB zones (Figure 6). The WF and CAB zones were chosen for their 

obvious difference in expected vertical (air) temperature profiles. 
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Chapter IV: Results 

Papers I and II: Comparing Precipitation Phase Discrimination Methods 

The rain/snow ATT 1.0˚C with 2.4% total misclassified precipitation was found to have 27% less 

misclassified precipitation than the DTT 0.1˚C with 3.0% total misclassified precipitation. Air 

temperature was found to have less misclassified precipitation than dew-point temperature at all 19 

Swedish weather stations.  All further analysis was done using ATT.  

Between -1˚C and 5˚C, the average misclassified precipitation improved using individual station TRS 

(Scheme C) rather than a set TRS of 1.0˚C (Scheme B) from 9.6% to 9.1% (Figure 16).  There was a 

1.1% average correction in misclassified precipitation at the ten stations with station TRS different than 

1.0˚C. 

 

Figure 16: Misclassified 

precipitation with error bars for 

precipitation between -1˚C and 

5˚C for the 19 meteorological 

stations in figure 6. 

 

There does not appear to be a relationship between TRS and any of: precipitation percentage of snow, 

latitude, or elevation with R
2
 values of 0.25, 0.12 and 0.05 respectively.   

No seasonal dependent change in TRS at the country scale was found.   When TRS for individual 

stations was changed by month, the misclassified precipitation was still higher than using a linear 

decrease in SF approach.    

From -1˚C to 5˚C the overall lowest average misclassified precipitation comes with using an air 

temperature dependent snow probability polynomial (Figure 16, Scheme G) at all but six Swedish 

stations (Figure 17).  The second best approach was the use of a linear decrease in SF scheme (Figure 

16 schemes D, E, and F) with scheme D having the least misclassified precipitation at four of the 

Swedish stations (Figure 17).  Of the PPDS approaches, TRS’s (Figure 16 schemes A, B, and C) had 

the most misclassified precipitation at 17 of 19 Swedish weather stations, while scheme C resulted in 

the least misclassified precipitation at 2 stations (Figure 17).  At those two stations scheme C had less 
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than 0.1% improvement in misclassified precipitation compared to schemes D and G.  These stations 

19 and 6 were two of five stations with misclassified precipitation for both schemes D and G over 

7.5% (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17: Misclassified precipitation excluding wintry mixed observations from -1˚C to 5˚C for each weather 

station in figure 6. 

The air temperature range between TS and TR is important for the percentage of misclassified 

precipitation found using a linear decrease in SF approach.  Comparing schemes D, E, and F, scheme 

D has the lowest misclassified precipitation at 18 of 19 stations when wintry mixed observations are 

excluded (Figures 16), while scheme F has the least misclassified precipitation at 17 of 19 stations 

when wintry mixed observations are included (Figures 16).  Scheme E had one station with the lowest 

misclassified precipitation excluding wintry mixed precipitation, and two stations when wintry mixed 

precipitation was included. 

Difference in long term snowfall: It is clear that no single scheme performs best or worst at all 

locations, as the standard deviations for all schemes overlap with the exception, scheme A, which 

always underestimated long term snow (Figure 18) while the other schemes can either over or 

underestimate long term snow mass. 
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Figure 18: Over/underestimation of snowfall for the 

different PPDSs with standard deviation for the 19 

meteorological stations in Figure 6. Temperature 

range -1˚C to 5˚C. 

Figure 19: Fraction of total misclassified precipitation 

that is observed snow misclassified as rain, for the 

different PPDSs with standard deviation from the 19 

meteorological stations.  Temperature range -1˚C to 

5˚C.  

Misidentified precipitation in solid phase: The amount of misclassified snow and misclassified rain is 

similar for all schemes except for scheme A (with TRS 0.0˚C) which clearly underestimated the amount 

of snow at all stations (Figure 19). 

Paper III: Applying Air Mass Boundary Identification to Hydrological Models 

The distribution of misclassified precipitation for UAB and WF were similar (Figure 20). Both groups 

have a maximum misclassified precipitation, and corresponding TRS at 1˚C, and a PTZ with TS -1˚C 

and TR 3˚C. Due to the above similarities, WF and UAB were combined to form a group of non-CAB 

observations. 

  

Figure 20: Percent misclassified precipitation 

observations using TRS = 1C for warm frontal zone 

(WF) and unidentified air mass boundaries (UAB). 

Figure 21: Percent misclassified precipitation 

observations using TRS = 1C for cold air mass 

boundaries (CAB) and non-CAB observations, and TRS = 

2C for ana-cold fronts (ACF). 
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Determined from AP, the universal values for TS (-1˚C), and TR (3˚C) with a linear decrease in SF 

produced 7% misclassified precipitation for AP, 16% for CAB and 5% for non-CAB (Table 4). 

However using the CAB-specific TS (0˚C), and TR (4˚C) values reduced misclassified precipitation 

within CAB from 16% to 6%. Applying different TS and TR values to a linear decrease in SF scheme 

for CAB and non-CAB observations reduced the total amount of misclassified precipitation from 7 to 

5.4%, corresponding to a total reduction of 23% in misclassified precipitation. 

Table 4: Total number of observations (# Obs) with the percent misclassified precipitation (error) using 

universal values, TS (-1C) and TR (3C), in a two surface air temperature threshold approach (Equation 1), on all 

precipitation observations, cold air mass boundary observations (CAB), and all non-CAB observations.  Error 

using TS (0C) and TR (4C) values were calculated for CAB observations (CAB error).   

  

ALL 

PRECIPITATION COLD AIR MASS BOUNDARY  

NON-COLD AIR 

MASS BOUNDARY  

 Temperature Error # Obs Error 

CAB 

Error # Obs 

% of Total 

Obs Error # Obs 

-1 C -4% 4.263 -3% -3% 639 15% -5% 3.630 

0 C 8% 3.474 18% -7% 479 14% 7% 2.998 

1 C 13% 5.346 34% 9% 540 10% 10% 4.811 

2 C 3% 3.187 21% -4% 297 9% 1% 2.893 

3 C 6% 2.213 18% -7% 235 11% 5% 1.979 

4 C 1% 1.865 4% 4% 273 15% 1% 1.594 

5 C 1% 838 3% 3% 127 15% 0% 712 

Total Error 7%  16% 6%   5%  

 

At a 1˚C resolution there was no change in the TRS between CAB, and non-CAB. Therefore, no change 

occurred when using a TRS approach. 
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Chapter V: Discussion 

According to paper II, ATT produced a much better threshold for PPDS than DTT.  This outcome is 

supported by the majority of models using air temperature; however it does not agree well with Marks 

& Winstral’s (2007) findings that a DTT of 0.0˚C performed consistently better than an ATT. This is 

probably due to differences in the study sites.  For their mountain study, precipitation was often 

formed in clouds at or close to ground level causing near saturated conditions with air and dew point 

temperatures approaching or equal to each other.  Lower elevation stations well below the cloud level 

often have dry air, not associated with the precipitation, between the ground and cloud layer.  Snow at 

the lower elevations commonly occurs with ATT > DTT, with a relative humidity < 100% (personal 

communication with Danny Marks research hydrologist at the United States Department of 

Agriculture Northwest Watershed Research Center Boise, Idaho / Professor at Boise State University). 

A set TRS (Schemes A and B) will always produce large amounts of misclassified precipitation at air 

temperatures approaching the TRS due to the inverted S-shaped air temperature SF relationship. In the 

air temperature span -1˚C to 5˚C, over which most of the misclassified precipitation occurred, the use 

of individual station TRS values showed a modest 0.5% improvement in misclassified total 

precipitation compared to using the same TRS for all stations, as 9 stations shared that value so this 

improvement is recommended (Yang et al. 2006), but not overly significant. No relationships were 

found between station rain/snow thresholds and seasonal snow, latitude, or elevation, as in Daly et al. 

(2000).  Lack of seasonal dependence in TRS was unexpected since this relationship was found an 

earlier study (Kienzle 2008). Therefore, a TRS approach is limited to either applying a set TRS over 

large areas, or calculating station specific TRS for a modest improvement in misclassified precipitation. 

Kongoli & Bland (2000) state that the best temperature scheme results from the lowest misclassified 

water equivalent. With this in mind, the curve of the air temperature SF relationship supports the 

findings of an air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial having the least misclassified 

precipitation of the three common hydrological model PPDS approaches.  

It also supports the Daly et al. (2000) conclusion that the simple TRS PPDS approach was the main 

weakness in their study resulting in a lower than observed snow water equivalent from a systematic 

increase in misclassified precipitation over time. Surprisingly, the linear decrease in SF approach 

performed statistically as well as an air temperature dependent snow probability polynomial with only 

slightly more misclassified precipitation.  This is good, for two reasons 1.) it would be easier to apply 

a linear decrease in SF approach than the probability polynomial at different sites, 2.) location specific 

polynomials are most likely too specialized and would require extra funding for separate studies at 

each AOS site since little was found to relate a change in the polynomial with latitude or elevation. 
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Most of this analysis was made excluding mixed precipitation observations. However, the results were 

very sensitive to how observed mixed precipitation events were treated for the schemes with linear 

decrease in SF.  Of schemes with linear decrease in SF, the scheme with the smallest PTZ (scheme D) 

excluding mixed precipitation in the analysis performed best.  On the other hand, if mixed 

precipitation was included, the scheme with the largest PTZ  (scheme F) performed best (Figure 16). 

The first step in building a hydrological model is to define the purpose of the model (Kokkonen et al. 

2006), with the second step of assigning the context, objectives, scope and resources necessary.  The 

discussion throughout this paper has mainly focused on hydrological models with purposes such as 

predicting runoff for flood prediction or hydropower management.  These purposes require a daily or 

shorter time resolution in which misclassified precipitation at the event scale is considered most 

important by Kongoli & Bland (2000), while differences in seasonal snowfall are also important.  

However, if the purpose of the discussion was changed to glacial mass balance the sensitivity to time 

resolution would decrease, requiring only monthly to seasonal period input.  In this case the difference 

between modeled and observed long term snow totals and a balance between long term misclassified 

rain and snow is most important.  The results from this paper indicate that for models requiring this 

longer time resolution any of the common PPDS schemes will work well with the exception of TRS 

0.0ºC.  However, there are obvious differences in the scale of variability where small standard 

deviations close to 0% change in snowfall (Figure 18) and 50% misclassified precipitation in the solid 

phase (Figure 19) are preferable. 

Applying the air mass boundary identification technique at a 1˚C resolution resulted in no change to 

the TRS between CAB and non-CAB observation groups.  However, since the PTZs for CAB and non-

CAB were found to be different, the application of a universal and group specific linear decrease in SF 

approach will produce different misclassified precipitation amounts. 

Analyzing CAB separately from non-CAB observations reduced total misclassified precipitation from 

7 to 5.4% resulting in a 23% reduction in total error when a linear decrease in SF approach was 

applied. This improvement would have been even greater if precipitation intensity was used rather 

than number of precipitation observations, since CAB observations should have higher precipitation 

intensities than other observations. The improvement by separating CAB was expected due to the 

differences between vertical air temperature profiles for CAB (Figure 2a) and most other precipitation 

observations (Figure 2b). Therefore similar results should be found anywhere this approach is applied. 

The relative benefit of improved precipitation phase determination from air mass boundary 

identification is climate dependent. It is important in regions where a large fraction of winter 

precipitation falls at near-freezing surface air temperatures (i.e. northern Japan) while it is less 

important in cold continental climates that have only a few precipitation events with surface air 
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temperatures around 0˚C during the quick (one to two week) cooling and warming periods at the 

beginning and end of the snow season (i.e. Canada in Fassnacht & Soulis 2002). 

Limitations of this study 

This paper lays the groundwork for a promising method to reduce the amount of misclassified 

precipitation in surface based models by separating observations into air mass boundary categories. 

This separation can be done at the surface using easily identifiable air mass boundary characteristics 

such as changes in surface air temperature, wind speed and wind direction. 

Though not perfect, this method is a substantial improvement on the current PPDS approaches used in 

many hydrological models. The method can be implemented without much difficulty since it only uses 

AOS data already applied in hydrological modeling. The main limitation compared to PPDS 

approaches in hydrological modeling is the use of hourly data, as well as the need to include the 

additional calculations for air mass boundary identification. 

It is important to realize that there are three main time resolutions used for precipitation phase 

determination. The longest works with daily average values from meteorological observations. The 

middle resolution works with hourly resolution of AOS data. The shortest currently developing 

resolution works on near live AOS data. This last option integrates weather radar data into the 

precipitation phase determination approach. Since weather radar can give the height of the melting 

layer, it is not necessary to use an empirical formula to determine precipitation phase. Therefore, this 

method would improve surface based models which in time will be the back-up for developing 

models. 

It should also be noted that identification of air mass boundaries in most cases requires surface data 

with higher temporal resolution than daily averages used in many hydrological models. On the other 

hand, many models requiring higher time resolution can use this method to determine precipitation 

phase probabilities from unaugmented AOS data. The method in this paper would also be useful for 

reanalyzing historical AOS data. 

This study only looks to improve the way a model determines the phase of precipitation.  It does not take into 

account compensating errors which may actually make a model perform worse when one parameter such as 

PPDS is improved. An erroneous PPDS producing too little snow accumulation can be compensated for by 

means such as neglecting sublimation due to snowdrift, or neglecting snow sublimation in the tree crowns.  It 

can also be compensated for by a poor description of the air temperature lapse rate within the basin. This might 

lead to a situation where a model is improved by a better PPDS but, in the case of a runoff model, the resulting 

stream or river drainage might deteriorate since other processes are neglected 
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Future Work 

This analysis was based on 2–4 hour time steps. A more thorough analysis is required in order to 

determine the optimum time steps and whether this approach could be modified to work on a 24-hour 

time step, used by many models. The most obvious problems to be solved with a 24-hour time step 

would be caused by changes in cloud cover. On a cloudy night the average temperature would appear 

to be much warmer than a clear night, likewise a clear day may appear much warmer than a cloudy 

day even after a CAB passed overhead. 

Future work should be done to expand this method by separating more of the easily identified areas of 

mid-latitude cyclones for analysis such as; post CAB and WF precipitation. A more detailed statistical 

study could be completed since the misclassified precipitation (Figure 14) has a normal distribution. 

Given a finer air temperature resolution dataset, the maximum misclassified precipitation would be 

approximately 50% at the TRS, which corresponds with the mean (μ), having rain (warmer) error and 

snow (colder) error decreasing on either side of μ. A 2k factorial experimental design (Montgomery 

2009) could be used to check if other factors such as dew point or wind speed should be included. 

Little improvement in misclassified precipitation was expected or found when WF zone observations 

were analyzed separate from all other observations. This is because most winter precipitation is the 

result of frontal lift caused by air mass boundaries. With the exception of kata-cold fronts (Figure 2c), 

air mass boundaries generally separate a cold (below) and a warm (above) air mass. Excluding pre-

CAB precipitation (Figure 2a), the remaining precipitation occurs with a similar air mass boundary 

affect on the vertical air temperature profile (Figure 2b). However, changes in the SF for different non-

CAB groups may still be possible to identify if a finer temperature scale is used. 

Some national weather services have historical weather records with surface air temperatures at a 

0.1˚C scale and it would be interesting to employ a similar study using temperatures with a 0.1˚C scale 

to confirm and expand the findings of this study. A study linking changes in the PTZ with vertical 

temperature profile measurements would also be useful in supporting the background and reasoning 

for this method. 

Since this study works within current model constraints and does not add upper air data to current 

surface based hydrological model input, the outcome is only a statistically better chance of correct 

precipitation phase determination.  It still does not account for each air mass boundary producing a 

unique vertical temperature profile for each observation within an air mass boundary group.  

Therefore, a long-term solution for precipitation phase determination in hydrological models would be 

to incorporate either upper air data (Skew-Ts, weather radar, satellite data), or use a meteorological 

model’s output as the surface PPDS approach for a hydrological model. 
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Conclusions 

 Of the tested “traditional PPDSs, scheme G, a snow probability polynomial, gave the least 

amount of misclassified total precipitation (6.5%) followed closely by scheme D, a two 

threshold linear decrease in SF between 0ºC and 2ºC with (6.9%) misclassified.  

 A commonly used rain/snow threshold 0.0ºC resulted in the highest misclassified precipitation 

(17%), the largest underestimation of long term snowfall, and at all stations more snow 

misclassified as rain than rain misclassified as snow. 

 The relatively small change in yearly snowfall, and the close balance between rain and snow 

errors suggests that any of the traditional PPDS schemes besides TRS 0.0ºC could be used with 

confidence in models requiring seasonal or yearly snowfall information.  

 Applying the air mass boundary technique to a linear decrease in SF PPDS resulted in CAB 

thresholds (TS 0˚C, and TR 4˚C) 1˚C warmer than non-CAB (-1˚C, 3˚C). This correction 

reduced total misclassified precipitation from 7.0 to 5.4% (a 23% reduction) compared to 

analyzing all observations together. 

 The 1˚C temperature resolution for the air mass boundary technique was not sensitive enough 

to change the rain/snow threshold between CAB and non-CAB observation groups.  
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Precipitation phase discrimination by dew point and air temperature 

Feiccabrino, James and Lundberg, Angela1  
 

ABSTRACT

Correctly reported precipitation phases are crucial for estimation of snow storage in 
hydrological, regional and global climate models. Precipitation phase is especially critical for 
models simulating processes in tree canopies, since the canopy storage capacity is about one 
order of magnitude larger for snow than rain. The number of manned meteorological stations 
is decreasing, making determination of precipitation phase more difficult. Most hydrological 
models use an air temperature threshold to separate rain from snow, but there are indications 
that a dew-point temperature threshold might work better. This study utilized forty-five years 
of three-hour man-made observations for nineteen Swedish station ranging from 55 N to 68 N 
consisting of precipitation mass and phase, air and dew point temperatures. Precipitation 
events classed as snow or rain, excluding mixed precipitation, were used for the initial 
analysis.  Air temperature was found to be a better indicator of precipitation phase then dew 
point temperature. On occasion 0 C is used as an air temperature threshold, but if the air 
temperature rain/snow threshold 0 C is replaced by 1.0 C the misclassified precipitation 
would be reduced by almost half in Sweden. Further analysis to identify mixed precipitation, 
totaling 16% of the precipitation is also included. 
 

INTRODUCTION

With a growing trend to replace weather observers with automated systems, 
parameters must be identified to determine precipitation phase by surface observations. This 
study will determine a rain/snow threshold using 45 years of data from 19 manned weather 
stations in Sweden. A rain/snow threshold ignores mixed precipitation as there is no direct 
way to quantify the amount of liquid and solid proportions of these events. In Sweden mixed 
precipitation makes up 16% of the total precipitation. This makes an obligatory pursuit for 
parameters to distinguish between rain/snow/mixed precipitation necessary. 

Correct identification of a rain/snow threshold is very important for the functioning of 
models that forecast floods, water balances and climate change. In flood prediction and water 
balances the phase of precipitation determines; how much water will contribute to runoff, add 
to the snow water equivalent or sublimate in trees (Kokkonen et al., 2006). Climate change 
models also depend on reliable rain/snow thresholds to account for changes in amounts and 
phase of precipitation due to expected seasonal air temperature changes (Davis et al. 1999).  

There are numerous methods to separate rain/snow/mixed precipitation, one simple 
approach is to assume all precipitation below 0 C is solid, above 2 C is liquid and everything 
between is mixed (Fuchs et al. 2000). However, in a study by Matsuo et al. (1981) relative 
humidity was used as a parameter to separate rain/snow/mixed precipitation. They used 4 
years of data separated into different seasons and critical humidity lines were plotted on a 
relative humidity temperature graph as to have only snow below one line, only rain above 
another line and rain/snow/mixed precipitation between the two critical humidity lines.  
Matsuo’s study indicates that at the same temperature, snow will occur at a lower relative 
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humidity than rain and that the temperature range for mixed precipitation becomes narrower 
as relative humidity drops (Matsuo et al. 1981). 

In Switzerland after manned stations were replaced by automated stations the rain 
snow threshold decreased by 1 C (Braun, 1991). The goal of this study is to determine a 
rain/snow threshold and parameters from manned stations to be utilized in correcting snow 
models. Hopefully information such as this will be given consideration for algorithms that 
determine precipitation phase at automated stations.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Three-hour observations, supplied by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute (SMHI), from 19 manned weather stations (Figure 1) for 01 JAN 1961 - 30 NOV 
2006 were used. The observations included; the date/time, total precipitation for the period, 
three weather identification groups listed in no particular order, average air and dew point 
temperatures.   

The observations for each station were separated into rain/snow/mixed precipitation 
phases. Of note; freezing rain was considered solid precipitation since it freezes on contact, 
and ice pellets above 8 C were considered rain since hail from spring and summer 
thunderstorms would only affect year round ice sheets. All observations with less than 0.1 
mm of water equivalent were removed. Information about the presence of snow cover on the 
ground was not given, so the saturation vapor pressures over water (ES) as a function of air 
temperature C (T) and dew point temperature C (TD) were calculated:  

.
 

15.2731
25.273

1
5.461

105.2exp11.6)(
6

T
TES    

(1) 
Relative humidity (RH) for each observation was calculated using, 

)(
)(humidity relative
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TDES .                          

 
Figure 1: Map of Sweden, the location of 

weather stations are marked with 
black squares, the first 6 stations 
listed in the map key were used for 
further analysis of precipitation phase 
change relationships. 
 
Precipitation events by phase were 

plotted on a T vs. RH graph for three stations 
in Northern Sweden, Karesuando, Hemavan, 
and Gunnarn, and three stations in Southern 
Sweden, Falsterbo, Gotska Sandön, and 
Målilla.  Precipitation phase percentage vs. 
T/TD graphs were also produced to illustrate 
the gradual or immediate relationship 
between precipitation phase of events over a 
range of temperatures, for the afore 
mentioned stations. 
 

Precipitation events by phase were plotted on a T vs. RH graph for three stations in 
Northern Sweden, Karesuando, Hemavan, and Gunnarn, and three stations in Southern 
Sweden, Falsterbo, Gotska Sandön, and Målilla.  Precipitation phase percentage vs. T/TD 
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graphs were also produced to illustrate the gradual or immediate relationship between 
precipitation phase of events over a range of temperatures, for the afore mentioned stations. 
 

RESULTS

The rain/snow threshold found for air temperature was 1.0 C with 1.8% misclassified 
precipitation (Figure 2). The threshold for dew point temperature was 0.0 C with 2.6% 
misclassified precipitation. At 1.0 C the misclassified precipitation was 52% rain and 48% 
snow. Individual station threshold temperatures compared to the threshold temperature of 
1.0 C yield a maximum decrease in misclassified precipitation of 0.3% at Sveg, with no 
difference at six stations (Figure 3).  In this study individual station threshold temperatures are 
on average 0.1% more accurate than a set threshold temperature of 1.0 C. 

 
Figure 2: (left) Percent of misclassified 

precipitation for air (black), and dew 
point temperatures (striped). The 
values given at 1.0 C and 0.0 C are 
the percent misclassified 
precipitation at the threshold for air 
and dew point temperatures 
respectively. 

 
 
 

Figure 3: (right) Misclassified 
precipitation using the 
overall rain-snow 
threshold of 1.0 C 
(black) and the best 
individual rain/snow 
threshold (plaid) for 
each station in Figure 
1. In Sweden 16% of 
the precipitation is 
mixed. Most of which 
occurs between the 

 
temperatures of -2 C and 4 C with a maximum at 1 C.  The mixed precipitations seems to 
have a bell shaped curve when all stations are taken together (Figure 4) but this does not seem 
to hold true for the individual stations which all have their own unique precipitation phase 
distributions (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: (left) The temperature distribution of mixed precipitation for all locations together. 
Figure 5: (right) Precipitation phase (snow is white, rain is crossed pattern, mixed is dashed) 

distribution for southern stations (Målilla and Falsterbo) and northern stations 
(Karesuando and Hemavan) versus T (left) and TD (right).  Thick black line represents 
the average threshold temperatures. 

 
Precipitation events plotted on RH vs. T graphs show that mixed precipitation and 

snow can occur at the same temperatures as rain, but the rain usually occurs at higher RH.  
There are wide rain/snow/mixed areas so it is difficult to draw critical humidity lines that 
separate rain and snow only zones (Figure 6). 

 

  
Figure 6: RH vs. T graphs with the water equivalent of precipitation events indicated by the 
size of circular plots.  (Graphs created by Virginie Irrien) 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
The air temperature threshold (ATT) of 1.0 C was found to have 30% less 

misclassified precipitation than the dew point threshold (DTT) of 0.0 C.  ATT had less 
misclassified precipitation than DTT at all 19 observation stations, spanning from mountain 
areas to islands, from Southern (55 N) to Northern (68 N) Sweden. ATT = 1.0 C had 
comparatively 45% less misclassified precipitation than the occasionally used ATT = 0.0 C.  

Most models use an ATT (Kokkonen et al. 2006). The same ATT as found here is also 
used in Iceland (Aoalgeirsdottir et al. 2006). In the 1950’s the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
defined ATT as 1.1-1.7°C with the understanding that ATT varies between locations (Yuter et 
al., 2004). However the ATT of 0.0 C was commonly used through the late 1980’s and is also 
found in snow models developed in the late 1990’s (Goodison et al., 1998).    
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No correction for gauge undercatch of precipitation due to wind errors was performed. 
These errors can range from 1.02-1.14 for rain and from 1.05-1.80 for snow (Kokkonen et al. 
2006).  The wind errors for rain and snow are usually similar around the threshold since wet 
snow approaches the density of rain at these temperatures. Thus, snow missing the gauge will 
affect the total amount of snow in a model more than it will affect the rain/snow threshold.   

Mixed precipitation appears evenly distributed with a maximum volume at 1 C, the 
same temperature as the found ATT which could be expected. Unfortunately, this does not 
excuse the exclusion of mixed precipitation as a source of error in the determination of a 
rain/snow threshold. A sharp transition from rain to snow oversimplifies the importance of the 
16% of mixed precipitation found in this study. In a similar situation where mixed 
precipitation was prevalent between 0 C and 1.1 C a weather radar found a transition from 
snow to rain dominance in terms of volume fraction at 0.5 C (Yuter et al., 2004). However, 
without radar it might be possible to account for this error by determining the mixed 
precipitation average fraction of water and ice as a function of temperature through a 
calorimetric study  

On RH-T graphs there is a difference in the distribution of mixed precipitation 
between colder and warmer stations.  In cold stations it seems possible to separate a rain only 
zone, but his is not possible in the southern stations which might have a stronger maritime 
influence that the cooler stations. In both warm and cool stations the mixed and snow phases 
overlap to a great extent giving rise to uncertain critical humidity lines. So, in contrast to 
Matuo et al. (1981) we could not identify distinct critical humidity lines. In Matsuo’s study 
the data was separated into different seasons which had different equations for critical 
humidity lines. Using data from all seasons rather than separating seasons may have 
decreased the effectiveness of critical humidity lines as a parameter in this study.  
 

CONCLUSION

An ATT of 1.0 C performs much better than a DTT of 0.0 C. With only 0.1% 
difference in misclassified precipitation between an ATT of 1.0 C and ATTs calculated at 
individual stations, 1.0 C performs well as an ATT for Sweden, possibly for other high 
latitude countries, and should be tested for middle and lower latitude areas. 

Parameters for changes between rain/mixed/snow based on surface observations are 
difficult to identify since a change in precipitation phases is a result of the thickness of 
temperature layers in the lower troposphere.  However, the misclassification of precipitation 
when using threshold temperatures can be reduced by secondary parameters using knowledge 
regarding regional weather regimes.   

Relative humidity as a secondary parameter did not produce good results when data 
from the whole year is used. Perhaps a follow-on study into the use of RH as a changing 
parameter with months would produce better results. A better approach might be to identify 
logic equations that take into account wind shifts or precipitation rates characteristic of 
different fronts. A distinction between fronts will provide valuable information about 
expected atmospheric conditions above a station. 
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ABSTRACT:  

This study compares the difference in solid and liquid precipitation mass output from three 
categories of common model precipitation phase determination schemes to the recorded 
precipitation phase in a set of forty-five years of three-hour manual meteorological 
observations from 19 Swedish meteorological stations.  Upon initial analysis the first 
category, rain/snow thresholds, found a rain/snow air temperature threshold to be a better 
precipitation phase indicator than a rain/snow dew point temperature threshold. When a 
rain/snow air temperature threshold of 0.0 C, a default value used in some recent models, was 
replaced by 1.0 C, misclassified precipitation was reduced by almost half.  A second category 
of precipitation phase determination schemes use two air temperature thresholds, one snow 
and one rain, with a linear decrease in snow fraction between.  This category identified 
precipitation phase better than a rain/snow air temperature threshold at all stations.  A final 
category using an air temperature-dependent snow probability curve produced using all 
observations from all the meteorological stations resulted in slightly lower misclassified 
precipitation mass at 14 of 19 stations.  However, schemes from the linear decrease in snow 
fraction category had the lowest misclassified precipitation mass at the other five 
meteorological stations. 
 
Keywords: hydrological model, precipitation phase, snow, snow fraction, snow model, 
threshold temperature. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Correct identification of the precipitation phase (rain/snow) is crucial for the functioning of 
models that forecast snow melt floods, water balances for glaciers and polar ices, climate 
change, and avalanche hazards (USACE, US Army Corps of Engineers, 1956; Braun 1991; 
Rohrer and Braun 1994; Kongoli and Bland 2000).  Precipitation phase influences how large a 
fraction of the precipitation will be stored as snow contributing to spring runoff or maybe 
constituting an avalanche hazard.  Precipitation phase also affects snow accumulation on 
glaciers and polar ices and influences how much of the winter precipitation will sublimate in 
tree crowns (Kokkonen et al. 2006). Climate change models also depend on a reliable 
precipitation phase determination scheme (PPDS) to account for seasonal changes in rain to 
snow ratio due to expected seasonal changes in air temperature (Davis et al. 1999).   

The importance of PPDSs has long been recognized in snow hydrology (Yuter et al. 
2004).  There is also a trend to replace meteorological observers with automated systems, and 
many of these systems do not report precipitation phase.  This expanding use of automated 
meteorological observations increases the need for improvements in model PPDSs for; snow 
processes, estimates of the size of spring runoff, and modeling of forest snow processes 
(Kongoli and Bland 2000). For example, if a model were to misidentify a sleet event 
(simultaneous rain and snow) as all rain, the model output will underestimate snow cover 
albedo, predict a quicker runoff, and underestimate the amount of snow that would need to be 
melted in the warm season (Davison 2003). 

Beyond general runoff considerations, forest processes are important for watershed 
snow water storage estimates. Maximum canopy storage capacity for rain in a coniferous 
forest is about 2 l/m2 while snow canopy storage has been reported as high as 20-25 l/m2 
(Calder 1990; Seppänen 1959). Snow caught in forest canopies sublimates quicker, compared 
to snow on the ground, because of greater absorption of short-wave radiation and higher 
exposure to turbulent-exchange forces (Lundberg et al. 2004).  Sublimation fractions, as high 
as 30% to 50% of total annual snowfall, are reported for dense coniferous forests in both the 
snowy, maritime Japanese and dry, cold Canadian climate (Lundberg et al. 2004; Nakai, 
1996; Pomeroy et al. 1998).  Since coniferous canopies can store much more snow than rain, 
and sublimation of snow in canopies is much more effective than sublimation of snow on the 
ground, determination between forested and non-forested landscape and precipitation phase 
are very important for watershed calculations of snow water equivalent left to melt in the 
warm season. 

The rain-snow determination scheme is one of the three most important parameters for 
a snow model, according to Kongoli and Bland (2000), and many different types, or 
categories, of rain-snow determination schemes have been used.  The most common of these 
categories is a simple step function where all precipitation colder than the rain-snow threshold 
temperature (TRS) has an assumed snow fraction (SF) of 100% (snow) and all precipitation 
equal to and warmer than the TRS is assumed to have a SF of 0% (rain).  Other frequently 
applied rain-snow determination scheme categories use two temperature thresholds, one for 
snow (TS), and one for rain (TR).  All temperatures equal to and colder than Ts have a SF of 
100%, while all temperatures equal to and warmer than TR have a SF of 0%. These rain-snow 
determination categories have a mixed precipitation phase zone between TS and TR where 
100% < SF < 0%. One category uses a linear decrease in the SF between TS and TR; another 
category applies an SF to an air temperature dependent snow probability curve between TS and 
TR.  The thresholds mentioned above can be based on different types of temperature. Most 
widespread is the use of average air temperature (i.e. Sælthun 1996), but dew point 
temperature (i.e. Hirabayashi et al. 2008), wet bulb temperature, and daily maximum and/or 
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minimum air temperatures (i.e. Schreider et al. 1997) are sometimes used.  Finally, there are 
various other methods based on air temperatures at and above the ground surface (i.e. 
Marshall et al. 1994), weather radars, and satellite images (i.e. Smirnova et al. 2000).  

AIM 

The overall aim of this study is to minimize model-misclassified precipitation.  First, a review 
of model PPDSs was conducted.  Second, solid (snow) and liquid (rain) precipitation mass 
outputs from different PPDSs were compared to solid and liquid precipitation mass recorded 
in a 45 year long series of manual three hourly snow/sleet/rain observations.  Model PPDSs in 
the following categories were tested:  

- One rain-snow temperature threshold (TRS). 
- Two air temperature thresholds, TS and TR, with a linear decrease in SF between TS 

and TR.  
- Two air temperature thresholds TS and TR with a climatologically based air 

temperature dependent SF curve between TS and TR.    
The functionality of the PPDSs was compared by the amount of observed snow classified as 
rain, the amount of observed rain classified as snow and the total sum of misclassified mass. 
The comparisons were made both excluding and including sleet observations. The possible 
improvement by using seasonally or regionally varying TRS was also investigated. 

REVIEW OF PRECIPITATION PHASE DETERMINATION SCHEMES 

One Rain-snow temperature thresholds 
Air temperature thresholds (ATT): Today, many models and studies use an ATT 

scheme (Table 1). A majority of these have a fixed ATT while others, e.g. the CHRM and 
NWS snow accumulation and ablation models, have a default ATT that can be changed either 
for single events or permanently adjusted (Pomeroy et al. 2007 and Baun 2005). An early 
application of the ATT technique was presented in Snow Hydrology (USACE 1956) with the 
understanding that the ATT varies between locations in the span 1.1-1.7°C.  This study in the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains also presented and favored the use of a linear decrease in SF scheme 
(USACE 1956). 

 
Table 1: Examples of ATTs applied in models (bold) with, reference  

 
Variations of ATT scheme: Some studies found daily minimum air temperature to act 

as a better PPDS than the daily average air temperature (Ruddell et al. 1990 and Schreider et
al. 1997). Therefore, the Australian Snow Model (Schreider et al. 1997) and the RMS 
(Coughlin and Running 1997) use a daily maximum and minimum air temperature scheme.   

SF =1 for T ATT  and  SF = 0 for T  ATT ATT ( C) 
SWAP  (Gusev and Nasonova 1998), DSPM, SNOW 17 (Reed et al. 2008) Userdef. 
BATS    (Yang et al. 1997) +2.2 
DSPM  (Daly et al. 2000) +0.36 
 CLASS 2.7 (Bartlett 2006), updated SPONSOR (Shmakin 1998), CHRM (Pomeroy et al. 
2007), FASST (Frankenstein and Koenig 2004) NWS SNOW ACCUMULATION, SiB 
(Sellers et al. 1986) ALEX (Kongoli and Bland 2000)  ABLATION MODEL (Anderson 
1973), colder climate (Motoyama 1990), WaterGAP2 (Döll et al. 2003) 

 
0.0 
 

Warmer climate (Motoyama 1990)  1 to 3 
HBV Norwegian version (Sælthun 1996) -1 to  4 
HBV-ETH Model Version 4, Mountain (Hottelet et al. 1994) -0.6 
HBV-ETH Model Version 4, Lower terrain (Hottelet et al. 1994) -0.8 and 1.0 
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Variation with elevation or season for ATTs: Other studies suggest that ATT may be 
dependent on elevation or season.  Yang et al. (1997) suggested a station specific ATT 
dependent on elevation while Kienzle (2008) found a seasonal oscillation in ATT at many 
stations with a maximum ATT in the summer and a minimum in the winter. 

Dew point and wet bulb temperature thresholds: Some researchers found dew point 
temperature thresholds (DTT) to be a better indicator of precipitation phase than ATT (i.e. 
Hirabayashi et al. 2008).  Danny Marks (pers comm research hydrologist at the United States 
Department of Agriculture Northwest Watershed Research Center Boise, Idaho / Professor at 
Boise State University) found that the DTT of 0.0 C performed consistently better than an 
ATT in mountainous regions.  He also stated that ATT’s are site specific and change over 
time needing periodic recalibration while a DTT of 0.0 C should be more consistent.  
Feiccabrino and Lundberg (2007) also found the DTT to be 0.0 C for Sweden; however, the 
ATT had less misclassified precipitation than DTT in that study.  The difference in outcomes 
could be due to mountain stations getting precipitation in a saturated environment (air 
temperature and dew point temperature are almost equal) while lower elevations often have 
unsaturated air between the ground and cloud level. 

Two rain/snow temperature thresholds 
Linear decrease in SF between TS and TR: To account for sleet occurring in air temperatures 
approaching the TRS some PPDS use two threshold temperatures, TS and TR with mixed 
precipitation between.   Examples of studies which applied a linear change in the SF between 
TS and TR are listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Examples of models (bold) applying a linear decrease in snow fraction (SF)
between a rain (TR) and snow threshold (TS).

SF = 1 for T  TS;  SF = (T- TR)/( TR - TS) for  TS  T  TR;   SF = 0 for T  TS TR( C) TS( C) T( C) 
Fuchs et al. (2001) +2 0 2 
UEB (Tarboten and Luce 1996), GEOTOP (Zanotti et al. 2004), (USACE 
1956) 

+3 -1 4 

PRISM (Hay and McCabe 2010) +7.5* 0.007* 7.5 
This Study +4 -2 6 

*  Monthly average air temperatures  
  

Air temperature dependent SF curve between TS and TR: Other PPDS use an air 
temperature dependent snow probability curve to describe the SF between TS and TR (Table 3). 
Auer (1974) used 1000 observations to make an inverted S-shape snow probability 
polynomial. He noted that it usually doesn’t rain in air temperatures colder than 0.0 C and that 
snow was not observed in air temperatures warmer than 6.1 C.  The exponential decay curves 
used for SF in this study (Table 3) were modified from 5th order polynomials from an earlier 
study (Feiccabrino and Lundberg 2009). 
 
Table 3: Examples of air temperature dependent SF curves. 

Reference SF = TS( C) TR( C) 
CLASS 3.1 (Bartlett et al. 2006)
WATCLASS 2.7 (Davison 2003) 

0.0202 T6-0.366 T5+2.0399 T4-1.5089 T3-
15.038 T2+4.664 T+100 

+0.45 +5.97 

This Study Excluding Mixed Precip EXP(-0.0817 *(T+1.07)3.07) -2 +4.2 
This Study Including Mixed Precip EXP(-0.0000858*(T+7.50)4.12) -4 +7 
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Miscellaneous methods incorporating air temperatures and data above the ground 
surface  
Models such as MAPS (Smirnova et al. 2000) and CLM 3.0 (Vertenstein et al. 2004) attempt 
to identify freezing levels (height of 0.0 C temperature above the ground) and the temperature 
characteristics of fronts by using more advanced precipitation phase determination schemes.  
These schemes require additional data sources e.g.; upper air soundings, weather radars and or 
satellite imagery.   

The Snow 17 model (Table 1) attempts to address the issue of upper air temperatures 
by allowing a user defined lapse rate (Reed et al. 2008).  The CCM1 uses a variation of the 
model precipitation phase determination scheme of ATT 0.0 C (Table 1), stating that if the 
ground, 30m and 100m above ground level air temperatures are all warmer than 0.0 C then SF 
= 0, otherwise SF = 1 (Marshall et al. 1994).  Fassnacht et al. (2001) used weather radar 
information to predict the amount of precipitation along with the Auer polynomial on surface 
air temperature observations to determine a model’s classification of mixed precipitation at air 
temperatures just warmer than freezing. 

METHODS

Here 45 years of manually reported three hourly 
meteorological observations from 1961 to 2006 at 19 
Swedish meteorological stations were used (Fig. 1).  
The observations consisted of; the date/time, 
precipitation phase, total precipitation for the period, 
average air and dew point temperatures.   

Of note; freezing rain was considered solid 
precipitation since it freezes on contact, and ice pellets 
in air temperatures warmer than 8.0 C were considered 
rain since hail from spring and summer thunderstorms 
would only affect year round ice sheets. Gauge reported 
precipitation was used with no correction for 

 
Figure 1: Map of Sweden, meteorological 
stations are marked with black squares. 

precipitation under catch. All observations with less than 0.1 mm of water equivalent were 
removed since the precipitation is immeasurable and analysis was done using water 
equivalents.  

Sleet: In Sweden sleet accounted for 16% of total precipitation, mostly occurring 
between the air temperatures of -2.0 C and 4.0 C, with a maximum at 1.0 C (Feiccabrino and 
Lundberg 2007).  The percentage of sleet to all precipitation mass for a given air temperature 
had a bell shaped curve when all stations are taken together (Fig. 2) but this is not true for 
each individual station (Fig. 3).  

Precipitation phase determination schemes 
Seven schemes from three PPDS categories (Table 4) were compared in this study.  For all 
three linear transition schemes, D, E, and F (Table 4), SF = 50% at 1 C (Fig. 4a).  This is the 
same air temperature as the  (Fig. 2) for sleet, and was the ATT found for this dataset 
(Feiccabrino and Lundberg, 2007).  The air temperature range between Ts and TR however 
varied from 2 C to 6 C.  Schemes D and E have been used in other models (Table 2) 
however, they did not have a large enough range to cover the air temperatures where 98% or 
more of the observed sleet occurred in Sweden, so scheme F was included in this study to 
cover this range.  
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Figure 2: Air temperature 
distribution of sleet for all 
locations together. 
 

 
Figure 3: Observed precipitation phase distribution (snow is white, rain is crossed pattern, and sleet is dashed) 
from southern (top 2), and northern stations (bottom 2) versus air temperatures (left) and dew point temperatures 
(right).  Thick black line represents the average ATT and DTT respectively. 
 
Table 4: Precipitation phase determination schemes compared in this study. 

*without (w/o) and with (w) sleet observations  
 

Finally, scheme G was applied for two air temperature based exponential decrease in 
SF one including and one excluding mixed precipitation. The functions were fit to the results 
of a climatological study covering 45 years of manual observations yielding SF-values at a 
0.1°C resolution (Fig. 3 and 4b). 

Scheme TS TR or TRS( C) Precipitation Phase Determination Category 
A ATT = 0 C TRS (commonly used in many models) 
B ATT = 1 C TRS (optimized value for all Sweden) 
C ATT = XX-YY C TRS (optimized value for each meteorological station) 
D TS = 0 C, TR = 2 C Linear decrease in SF from TS to TR 
E TS = -1 C, TR = 3 C Linear decrease in SF from TS to TR 
F TS = -2 C, TR = 4 C Linear decrease in SF from TS to TR 
G w/o* TS = -2 C, TR = 4.2 C Climatologically based SF probability curve, TS to TR 
G w* TS = -4 C, TR = 7 C Climatologically based SF probability curve, TS to TR 
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Figure 4a: TRS schemes A and B with Linear decrease 
in SF schemes D, E, and F. 

Figure 4b: Climatologically based SF, Scheme G, 
excluding and including sleet observations.   
 

Misclassified precipitation and bias towards rain or snow 
Misclassified precipitation excluding sleet was calculated as the total mass of misclassified 
rain and misclassified snow divided by the total mass of rain and snow (PR+S).  First the total 
mass of observed; rain, sleet, and snow (S) precipitation phases were calculated for air 
temperature (T) with a 0.1°C resolution at all 19 meteorological stations.  Snow fractions (SF) 
were then calculated (Eq. 1) for each T step. 
 

)(SF T
P

S

SR

. 
                              (Eq. 1) 

  
The difference between observed snow fraction (SFO) and a PPDS’s modeled snow fraction 
(SFM) gives the percent misclassified precipitation ( tot) for each T step.  The SF difference for 
all the T steps combined gives the misclassified precipitation mass for each scheme (Eq. 2). 
 

SR

SRFOFM

P
TPTSTS )()()(

Tot
.                               (Eq. 2) 

  
 
A scheme’s bias towards misclassified rain ( r) or misclassified snow ( s) could be checked 
using Eqs. (3) - (4). 
 

FMFOSRFOFM SSTPTSTS  for )()()(r
.   

(Eq. 3) 
  
 

FMFOSRFOFM SSTPTSTS for   )()()(s .   
(Eq. 4) 

  
 
The difference between a model PPDS’s snow mass (SM) and observed snow mass (SO) is 
used to determine the change in seasonal snowfall ( S) (Eq. 5) when a scheme is used rather 
than manual observations. 
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Sleet observations assumed to be 50% snow and 50% rain can be included in Eqs. (1) – (5) by 
adding the sleet mass to PR+S and ½ sleet mass to S. 

An initial test to see if an ATT or a DTT was a better PPDS was conducted.  All the 
precipitation observations from the 19 meteorological stations were pooled together, as in 
Daly et al. (2000) to determine an ATT and a DTT for Sweden. 

The performance of each scheme was judged by the 
i) fraction of total misclassified precipitation (Eq. 2), 
ii) change in snowfall mass between SM and SO (Eq. 5),  
iii) bias towards higher rain or snow misclassification (Eqs. 3 - 4). 
   Predictable monthly changes in ATT were also tested for.  Finally, individual station 
ATTs were compared to station elevation and latitude, dew point temperatures and percent of 
precipitation falling as snow and sleet to see if there was any noticeable relationship due to 
geographic location. 

RESULTS 

Air temperature threshold vs. dew point temperature threshold: The ATT determined 
excluding and including sleet observations was found to be 1.0 C with 2.4% and 9.9% 
misclassified precipitation respectively. The DTT excluding sleet was found to be 0.1 C with 
3.0% misclassified precipitation. ATTs optimized for individual stations were compared to 
the Swedish ATT of 1.0 C (Eq. 2).  Use of an individual station ATT rather than ATT = 1.0 C 
resulted in the largest percentage point decrease in misclassified precipitation of 0.34% 
excluding sleet and 0.29% including sleet at station 2 (Fig. 1). There were also nine stations 
with optimized ATTs equal to the Swedish ATT 1.0 C, resulting in no change in misclassified 
precipitation between schemes B and C at those stations.  The average misclassified 
precipitation for all 19 stations decreased slightly when using individual station ATTs rather 
than the Swedish ATT of 1.0 C excluding and including sleet observations from 2.4% to 2.3% 
and 9.9% to 9.8% respectively.  There was a 0.19% and 0.17% average percentage point 
decrease in misclassified precipitation excluding and including sleet observations respectively 
at the ten stations with station ATTs differing from the Swedish ATT. 

Misclassified precipitation comparisons: When sleet was excluded, scheme G had the 
least amount of misclassified precipitation at all but four stations.  At those four stations 
scheme D had slightly less misclassified precipitation mass than scheme G (Fig. 5 and 6a) 
(Table 5).  Scheme C had the most misclassified precipitation at 15 of the 19 stations.  
Scheme F had the most misclassified precipitation at the other 4 stations. 

When sleet was included, scheme G had the least amount of misclassified precipitation 
at 14 of 19 meteorological stations (Fig. 5 and 6b) (Table 5).  The ATTs had the most 
misclassified precipitation at all 19 stations, while schemes E and F had the least misclassified 
precipitation at 5 stations. 

When the TRS schemes are compared, it is noticeable that there is less misclassified 
precipitation when applying the TRS 1.0 C than 0.0 C excluding and including sleet 
observations at all 19 stations. 
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Table 5. The percent misclassified precipitation, and change in annual snowfall (  Snow)
with and without wintry mixed observations (Mix) for the different precipitation phase 
determination schemes a) to g) compared to manual meteorological station observations. 
Bold numbers indicate best values.  

Scheme                

Misclassified Precipitation (%)  Snow (%)  (%) Misclassified as Snow 

Without Mix # With Mix # Without Mix With Mix Without Mix With Mix 

A)  4.1 0 11 0 -13 -24 88 79 
B) 2.4 0 9.9 0 1.3 2.6 42 42 
C)  2.3 0 9.8 0 0.20 0.90 44 45 
D)  1.8 4 6.7 0 0.00 -0.38 48 46 
E)  2.3 0 4.5 2 -0.21 -1.2 52 48 
F)  3.5 0 3.5 3 0.70 -0.61 51 48 
G) 1.7 15 3.2 14 -0.65 .04 53 47 

# Number of stations with lowest values for each scheme. 
 
   

 

Figure 5: Percent 
misclassified 
precipitation with error 
bars representing the 
standard deviation from 
the 19 meteorological 
stations. 
 

The air temperature range between TS and TR is important for the percentage of 
misclassified precipitation found using Linear decrease in SF schemes.  When sleet is included 
the transition range from SF = 100% to SF = 0% is larger.  When comparing the Linear 
decrease in SF schemes from Table 4, scheme D has the lowest misclassified precipitation 
when sleet is excluded (Fig. 4a and 5), while scheme F has the least amount of misclassified 
precipitation when sleet is included (Fig. 4a and 5).  Among linear decrease in SF schemes 
excluding sleet observations, scheme F has the most misclassified precipitation, while scheme 
D has the most misclassified precipitation when sleet is included at all stations.  

Difference in annual snowfall percentage: When comparing the change in seasonal 
snowfall amounts between manual observations and  PPDS A-G (Table 5), it is clear that no 
single scheme performs best at all locations, as the standard deviations for all schemes overlap 
(Fig. 7).  With scheme A, SM is always underestimated, while for all other schemes, the 
change from SO to SM can be positive or negative. Excluding sleet, 0.0 C has the largest 
difference in annual snowfall estimates with a maximum change of -30% from observed 
annual snowfall percentage at station 1.  With sleet observations included, the largest 
difference between SM and SO at all stations came with ATT’s, 3 with individual station ATTs, 
and the other 16 with ATT 0.0 C.   



 
 

  

 
Figure 6a: Misclassified precipitation excluding sleet observations for each meteorological station in Fig.1 

.  
Figure 6b: Misclassified precipitation excluding sleet observations for each meteorological station in Fig. 1. 

 
Misclassified Rain or Snow Bias: Schemes B-G all have 42% to 53% of the total 

misclassified precipitation in the solid phase (Table 5) (Fig. 8).  Therefore, there was not a 
large long-term difference between misclassified rain and misclassified snow masses.  Again 
most of the standard deviation error bars overlap for these PPDS. However, 88% of the total 
misclassified precipitation for ATT 0.0 C was snow misclassified as rain in warmer than 
freezing temperatures.  

ATT with Geography: There does not appear to be a relationship between ATT and 
any of: precipitation percentage of snow, latitude, or elevation with R2 values of 0.25, 0.12 
and 0.05 respectively.  There was also a poor relation between elevation and percentage 
snowfall.  The relations between DTT and percent of total precipitation snowfall, latitude and 
elevation had R2 values lower than ATT.  There was also no pattern found for percentage of 
sleet mass with elevation or latitude. 

 



 
 

  
Figure 7: Change in snowfall as a percent of total 
precipitation with error bars representing the standard 
deviation from the 19 meteorological stations. 

Figure 8: Percent of misclassified snow in total 
misclassified precipitation with error bars representing 
the standard deviation from the 19 meteorological 
stations. 

 
ATT Seasonal Variation: Adjusting an ATT by month rather than using a single ATT 

for the year is not possible on the country scale for Sweden.  Table 6 shows that in all cases, 
except June when including sleet observations, the average change in monthly ATT is smaller 
than the standard deviation making the change statistically insignificant.  There were some 
stations that experienced snow in July and August, however in Table 6 if there were not at 
least 12 rain and 12 snow events in a month over the 45 years, the data for that month was 
excluded.  However, when a monthly ATT was applied at individual meteorological stations, 
it resulted in an average decrease in misclassified precipitation of 0.34% and 0.33% 
percentage points, with a standard deviation of 0.21% and 0.17%, having a maximum 
correction of 1.0% and 0.83% percentage points at station 6 excluding and including sleet, 
respectively. 
 
Table 6: The average change from annual to monthly station specific air temperature 
threshold values with ± standard deviations and the # of qualified stations (must have 12 
rain and 12 snow events within the 45 year record). 

Wintry mix.  Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
With 0.38±0.5 0.09±0.6 -0.01±0.5 -0.07±0.4 -0.37±0.6 -0.14±0.5 -0.34±0.6 -0.04±0.3 -0.20±0.2 -0.63±0.4 

Without 0.40 ±0.5 0.23±0.6 0.12±0.5 -0.09±0.4 -0.17±0.7 0.06±0.7 -0.17±0.5 0.00±0.4 0.05±0.6 0.14±0.7 
# 6 16 19 18 17 14 14 19 13 3 

DISCUSSION 

The main complication with separating rain and snow using surface observations is that snow 
forms in the lower atmosphere when cloud temperatures are colder than freezing, and these 
temperatures are not uniquely related to the temperature at ground level.  As snow falls 
through air warmer than 0.0 C, a thin water surface will coat the outside of the crystal 
(Fassnacht et al. 2001). Depending on the air temperature and thickness of warm layers, 
energy exchanges between snow and the atmosphere could cause a phase change to sleet or 
rain before the hydrometeor reaches the ground (Davison 2003 and Fassnacht et al. 2001).  
The PPDS in the SNOW 17 model (Reed et al. 2008) allows a user defined lapse rate.  This is 
a first step in addressing the lower atmosphere in hydrological model PPDS.  However, using 
a set lapse rate would fail to take into account changes in the lower atmosphere caused by air 
mass boundaries (Feiccabrino et al. 2011).  Therefore, a long-term solution for PPDS in 
hydrological models would be to incorporate either upper air data (weather balloon data, 



 
 

weather radar, satellite data), or use a meteorological model’s output as the surface rain/snow 
determination scheme for a hydrological model. 

This study does not attempt to add upper air data to current surface based hydrological 
model input; instead it worked with current model restraints.  The goal was to find the 
rain/snow determination method that results in the least amount of misclassified precipitation 
with as little change to a model as possible.  As figure 3 shows, using a TRS resulted in the 
most misclassified precipitation.  This misclassified precipitation occurs mostly in 
temperatures approaching the ATT.  Surprisingly, the linear decrease in SF schemes 
performed statistically as well as the climatologically based snow fraction curve.  This is 
good, as it would be easier to apply a linear decrease in SF scheme than to determine different 
climatologically based snow fraction curves at different sites.  The percentage of misclassified 
rain and snow in the total misclassified precipitation was fairly balanced for the linear 
decrease in SF schemes and climatologically based snow fraction curve.  This supports the 
idea that seasonal misclassified precipitation for these schemes could balance out.  Below is a 
discussion of the results and important notes about the method. 

Air temperature threshold vs. dew point temperature threshold: The ATT of 1.0 C 
excluding sleet was found to have 27% less misclassified precipitation than the DTT of 0.1 C.  
ATT had less misclassified precipitation than DTT, excluding and including sleet 
observations, at all 19 stations, spanning from mountain areas to islands, from Southern 
(55 N) to Northern (68 N) Sweden. ATT = 1.0 C excluding sleet had 45% less misclassified 
precipitation than the often used ATT = 0.0 C.  An ATT = 1.0 C is slightly lower than the 
USACE (1956) suggested range of values however, it is the same ATT used in Iceland 
(Aoalgeirsdottir et al. 2006).  When sleet observations were included as ½ rain and ½ snow 
all misclassified precipitation increased.  

Misclassified Precipitation Comparisons: The correct classification of precipitation 
state is a key to precipitation-runoff modeling (Braun 1991).  Single day precipitation events 
near the TRS are sometimes modelled differently because of different SF from the PPDS.  
Kongoli and Bland (2000) state that the best temperature scheme results from the lowest 
misclassified water equivalent.  With this in mind, the overall lowest average misclassified 
precipitation for water equivalent, excluding or including sleet observations, comes with using 
a climatologically based air temperature-dependent SF curve.  The second best schemes were 
the linear decrease in SF schemes.  The linear decrease in SF scheme D (smallest air 
temperature difference between TS and TR) had the least misclassified precipitation when sleet 
was excluded, while scheme F (largest air temperature difference between TS and TR) had the 
least misclassified precipitation when sleet was included.  This was due to a larger range of air 
temperatures involved in the observed phase transition from air temperatures with all snow to 
all rain when sleet observations were included (Table 5) (Fig. 5).  Of all the rain/snow 
determination schemes, TRS’s had the most misclassified precipitation (Table 5) (Fig. 5).  
Daly et al. (2000) blamed the simple approach of a set TRS for the weakness in his results.  
This weakness allowed his model to predict lower than observed snow water equivalent and a 
systematic increase of misclassified precipitation over time.  The greatest amount of 
misclassified precipitation at all but four stations excluding and all stations including sleet 
occurred using an ATT 0.0 C. 

Scheme G had the lowest overall misclassified precipitation at 15 meteorological 
stations when sleet observations are excluded, and 14 of 19 stations when sleet was included 
(Figs. 6a, 6b). The relationship between air temperature and SF has an inverted S shape (Fig. 
3) at all stations in this study.  Therefore, linear decrease in SF schemes should have more 
misclassified precipitation then climatologically based air temperature dependent SF curves, if 
calculated for individual stations.  However, location specific polynomials are most likely too 
specialized for most model needs.  There was also little found to relate changes in the shape 
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of SF curves with latitude or elevation making it more difficult to assign different premade 
polynomials according to station geography. 

ATT Seasonal Variation: Low R2 between individual station ATTs and elevation or 
latitude came as no surprise, as Daly et al. (2000) also failed to find a relationship.  However, 
the lack of a seasonal dependent change in ATT was unexpected.   Other studies e.g. Kongoli 
and Bland (2000) claim that ATT is often climate, location, and season dependent.  While 
Rohrer and Braun (1994) claim that the frequency of rain snow and sleet observations may 
depend on the season and type of data used.  Even when the ATT for individual stations was 
changed by month the yearly total misclassified precipitation was still higher than using a 
linear decrease in SF scheme.  

Snow %, Misclassified Rain or Snow: Sticking with the idea that the air temperature 
scheme with the lowest misclassified precipitation is best, other tests such as difference 
between modelled and observed seasonal snowfall percentage, and a measure of the balance 
between rain and snow misclassified precipitation are reasonable secondary tests.  The results 
for the difference between seasonal modelled and observed snowfall mass indicate that for the 
purposes of climate studies, which need annual snowfall at a station, any of the schemes 
besides the ATT 0.0 C can work best (Fig. 7).  Finally all schemes were closely balanced 
between mass of misclassified rain and misclassified snow, while the ATT 0.0 C was the 
exception having more misclassified snow than rain (Fig. 8).  These extra tests were 
indifferent between the schemes giving no reason to question the misclassified precipitation 
results.  Of note, most of the misclassified precipitation from an ATT 0.0 C is in the form of 
snow occurring in air temperatures warmer than 0.0 C.  This would result in runoff being 
observed later (Davison 2003) and more sublimation in tree canopies (Lundberg et al. 2004) 
than model output would suggest. 

Assumption that sleet is 50% Snow 50% Rain: Sleet mass(Observations) appears 
evenly distributed with a maximum at 1.0 C (Fig. 2), the same air temperature as the Swedish 
ATT which could be expected. Unfortunately, this does not excuse the exclusion of sleet as a 
source of error in the determination of a TRS, TS, or TR. A sharp transition from rain to snow 
oversimplifies the importance of the 16% precipitation mass as sleet in the Swedish dataset.  
Also, the approach of considering sleet to always be ½ rain and ½ snow is too simple and will 
add to error in the calculations.  In a similar situation where sleet was prevalent between 
0.0 C and 1.1 C radar found a transition from snow to rain dominance in terms of volume 
fraction at 0.5 C (Yuter et al. 2004). This indicates that rain and snow errors could balance 
out on both sides of a TRS. 

Precipitation Phase Temporal Change: The precipitation phase usually changes 
quickly from all snow to all rain or vice versa.  Therefore, shorter time intervals between 
observations should reduce the amount of sleet observed.  This was a source of error pointed 
out by Kongoli and Bland (2000), and the 16% sleet found in this study is higher than 
expected.  A higher temporal resolution such as that produced by automated meteorological 
stations could reduce the amount of sleet observations. However, when a station is first 
changed from manned to automated, caution should be taken if changes occur in the 
precipitation catch (Rohrer and Braun 1994).  After a switch from manual to automated 
observations, the ATT in Braun’s (1991) Swiss Alps study changed by 1.0 C.  This might be 
avoided by using results of a manual rain/snow threshold study in the automated observing 
program. 

Gauge Under Catch: No correction for gauge under catch of precipitation due to wind 
errors was performed. These errors can range from 2-14% for rain and from 5-80% for snow 
(Kokkonen et al. 2006).  The difference in wind error for rain and snow in air temperatures 
approaching a TRS should be on the lower end of possible differences.  This is caused by 
changes in the shape of the snowflake with temperature (Allerup et al. 1997) and the density 
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of wet snow becoming closer to that of rain. Thus, snow missing the gauge will affect the total 
amount of snow in model output more than it will affect the rain/snow threshold. 
    Compensating Errors in Models: Improving a model’s PPDS may have 
undesirable effects on model output if compensating errors from the replaced PPDS are not 
also found and adjusted. An erroneous PPDS producing too little snow accumulation can be 
compensated for by means such as neglecting sublimation due to snowdrift, or neglecting 
snow sublimation in the tree crowns.  It can also be compensated for by a poor description of 
the air temperature lapse rate within the basin. This might lead to a situation where, for 
example, a runoff model is upgraded with a better PPDS.  However, the modelled runoff 
might be well off observed measurements if other snowpack processes are not also updated. 

CONCLUSION 

An ATT of 1.0 C performs much better than a DTT of 0.1 C. With only 0.1% decrease in 
misclassified precipitation between an ATT, of 1.0 C and individual station ATTs.  The ATT 
1.0 C performs well for all of Sweden. When using a set ATT you are accepting a certain 
amount of misclassified precipitation that comes with the S shaped air temperature SF 
relationship.  The S shaped relationship is why a climatologically based air temperature 
dependent SF curve has the least misclassified precipitation of the three common precipitation 
phase discrimination methods: using a TRS, a linear decrease in SF, or a climatologically based 
air temperature dependent SF curve. Surprisingly, the linear decrease in SF schemes had 
similar results, having only slightly more misclassified precipitation than the climatologically 
based air temperature dependent SF curve.  However, the amount of misclassified 
precipitation from the SF curve and the linear decrease in SF schemes are closely tied to the air 
temperature range of the phase transition from 100% snow to 100% rain at a station.  This 
indicates some importance in accounting for location specific precipitation trends.  Still, if the 
air temperature precipitation phase determination scheme in a model is made more accurate, 
other model parameters will need to be checked for compensating errors. 
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Improving surface-based precipitation phase

determination through air mass boundary identification

James Feiccabrino, Angela Lundberg and David Gustafsson

ABSTRACT

Most hydrological models apply one empirical formula based on surface air temperature for

precipitation phase determination. This approach is flawed as surface precipitation phase results

from energy exchanges between falling precipitation and air in the lower atmosphere. Different lower

atmospheric conditions cause different precipitation phase probabilities for near-freezing

temperatures. Often directly measured lower atmospheric conditions are not available for remote

areas. However, meteorological observations occurring before/after similar air mass boundaries

have similar atmospheric conditions that vary from most other observations. Therefore, hydrological

models can indirectly account for lower atmospheric conditions. Twenty years of manual

observations from eight United States weather stations were used to compare misclassified

precipitation proportions when analyzing (a) all precipitation observations together and (b) identified

cold air mass boundary observations (CAB) and non-CAB observations separately. The CAB

observations were identified by a rapid surface air temperature decrease. A two-surface air

temperature threshold method with one threshold all snow (TS
WC) and one all rain (TR

WC) having a

linear snow fraction decrease between the thresholds was used. The TS (0
WC), and TR (4

WC) values for

CAB were 1 WC warmer than for non-CAB (�1 WC, 3 WC). Analyzing CAB and non-CAB separately

reduced misclassified precipitation 23%, from 7.0 to 5.4%.
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INTRODUCTION

Discrimination between rain and snow remains one of the

most important and difficult tasks for hydrologists and

meteorologists (Lackmann et al. ). Loth et al. ()

exemplifies the impact of precipitation phase modeling on

snow parameters, for example snow density, albedo, snow-

pack layering and the water retention capacity of a

snowpack. These parameters are important for flood fore-

casting, hydropower management, and farming (Olson

et al. ). The phase determination is most complicated

for surface air temperatures where the precipitation phase

probability changes frommostly snow tomostly rain, referred

to here as the precipitation phase transition zone (PTZ). For

ease of writing this paper will focus on hydrological models.

However, this phase discrimination technique can also be

useful in engineering, biology, or ecological models.

The relative benefit of improved precipitation phase deter-

mination in hydrological models is climate dependent. It is

important in regions where a large fraction of winter precipi-

tation falls at near-freezing surface air temperatures (i.e.

northern Japan) while it is less important in cold continental

climates that have only a few precipitation events with surface

air temperatures around zero during the quick (one to two

week) cooling and warming periods at the beginning and end

of the snow season (i.e. Canada in Fassnacht & Soulis ).

Many of today’s hydrological models use input data

from automated surface weather stations for precipitation

phase determination (Feiccabrino & Lundberg ). Most

of these models use a single empirical formula for a precipi-

tation phase probability scheme (reviewed in Feiccabrino &

Lundberg ).
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These precipitation phase determination schemes are

often based on: (a) one single surface air temperature

threshold separating rain from snow (TR/S) (e.g. 1
WC Aðal-

geirsdóttir et al. ); (b) two surface air temperature

thresholds, one for all snow (TS) and one for all rain (TR);

with a linear decrease in snow fraction (SF) for the surface

air temperatures in the PTZ (e.g. ACOE ); or (c) a

snow probability polynomial for surface air temperatures

in the PTZ (e.g. Bartlett et al. ; based on Auer ),

see Figure 1. These examples of surface air temperature-

based empirical formulas for precipitation phase

determination altogether ignore the lower atmospheric con-

ditions acting on the precipitation (Lundquist et al. ).

Using the same TR/S, TS, or TR value/s for all precipi-

tation observations in a surface air temperature-based

precipitation phase determination scheme ignores the

meteorological understanding that surface precipitation

phase is not determined by surface conditions. Instead sur-

face precipitation phase is a result of latent heat exchanges

between falling precipitation and air in the lowest 3 km of

the atmosphere, hereafter called the lower troposphere

(Carlson ; Browning ; Fraedrich et al. ; Venne

et al. ; Bourgouin ).

The vertical (air) temperature profile of the lower tropo-

sphere is not measured by automated surface weather

stations. However, similar changes in the vertical tempera-

ture profile are expected with similar types of air mass

boundaries. Air mass boundary types can be identified by

changes in wind speed, wind direction, and surface air temp-

erature (Bjerknes ; Fraedrich et al. ; Oliver & Oliver

; Sanders ) when past, current and future surface

observations are compared.

The air temperature in a vertical temperature profile

through a single air mass can be assumed to cool steadily

with height due to a corresponding steady decrease in air

pressure (Figure 2(a)). An air mass boundary adds a thin

sharp air temperature change between each air mass in

a vertical temperature profile (Figures 2(b)–(c)). The pres-

ence (Figure 2(b)) or lack of an air mass boundary

(Figure 2(a)) above a location affects latent heat

exchanges between precipitation and air. Therefore, an

air mass boundary present in the lower troposphere

changes precipitation phase probabilities at near-freezing

temperatures. Considering the above, different types of

air mass boundaries should be expected to have different

TR/S, TS, and/or TR values.

Therefore it is proposed that hydrological models can be

improved by using different TR/S, TS, or TR value/s in their

precipitation phase probability schemes for different types

of air mass boundaries. This improvement specifically

addresses the misclassified precipitation associated with

warm and cold air advection (air mass boundaries) noted

by Loth et al. ().

It is also important to realize that there are three main

time resolutions used for precipitation phase determination.

The longest works with daily average values from meteoro-

logical observations. The middle resolution works with

hourly resolution of meteorological data. The shortest cur-

rently developing resolution works on near live data. This

last option integrates weather radar data into the precipi-

tation phase determination scheme. As weather radar can

give the height of the melting layer, it is not necessary to

use an empirical formula to determine precipitation phase.

Figure 1 | Examples of snow fraction/temperature relationships commonly used surface

in air temperature-based precipitation phase determination schemes.

Figure 2 | Vertical (air) temperature profiles in the lower troposphere for different near-

freezing precipitation events: (a) a steadily cooling air temperature with height,

without an air mass boundary; (b) an air mass boundary separating a cold

(below) and a warm (above) air mass; (c) an air mass boundary separating a

warm (below) and a cold (above) air mass; and (d) a steadily cooling air

temperature with height interrupted by an isothermal layer created from latent

heat released when falling snow melts.
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Therefore this method would only work as a back-up for the

developing models.

It should also be noted that identification of air mass

boundaries in most cases requires surface data with higher

temporal resolution than daily averages used in many hydro-

logical models. On the other hand, many models requiring

higher time resolution can use this method to determine pre-

cipitation phase using automated meteorological data. The

method in this paper would also be useful for reanalyzing

historical automated weather data.

The objectives here are to show that precipitation phase

determination in hydrological models can be improved by

air mass boundary identification, and to illustrate the

improvement achieved by analyzing easily identifiable air

mass boundary observations separately compared to when

all precipitation was analyzed together.

To do this, first a basic review of the meteorology associ-

ated with air mass boundaries must be given for scientists

other than meteorologists, for example hydrologists, engin-

eers, or biologists, to follow. Then, observations affected by

similar air mass boundaries must be identified, grouped

together, and analyzed for differences inTR/S,TS, orTR values.

MATERIALS

Manual on the hour winter (November to April) obser-

vations from eight weather stations in the United States

were provided by the US Air Force Weather Agency.

These weather stations represent three different winter

regions; the mountain West, the flat upper Plains, and the

hilly East influenced by warm Gulf Stream waters (Figure 3

and Table 1). Most of the observations were made between

the years 1983 and 2003 but an earlier period was used for

station KLIZ which closed in 1991 (Table 1). For each

observation the following five minute average conditions

were recorded; wind direction to 10W azimuth, wind speed

in knots (kts), predominant visibility in meters, up to

three precipitation types, and surface air temperature

(measured 2 m above ground). Unfortunately, the tempera-

ture resolution for these observations was only 1.0 WC,

which is often the case for historical weather data in

North America.

Review of air mass boundaries

There are several kinds of air mass boundaries and consider-

able variability among them (Taylor et al. ). Air mass

boundaries keep warm and cold air masses from mixing

(Bjerknes & Solberg ). The strongest of these boundaries

are fronts, which are assumed to behave as solid surfaces

extending from the ground to the top of the troposphere

(Smith & Reeder ).

Frontal boundaries can be recognized at the surface

by identifiable characteristics such as a cyclonic (coun-

ter-clockwise) wind shift, and a surface air temperature

gradient across the boundary (Schultz ). Wind

speeds are also known to increase at frontal boundaries.

Other types of cold/warm air mass boundaries, such

as troughs, are usually weaker and lack at least

one identifying characteristic of fronts (Sanders ;

Schultz ).

Figure 3 | Location of weather stations.

Table 1 | US Air Force Weather station identification codes with region and time periods

used

Station Years Region First date Last date

KMOU 21 West 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03

KSKA 20 West 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 02

KHIF 17 West 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 99

KMIB 21 Plains 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03

KRDR 21 Plains 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03

KRCA 21 Plains 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03

KNHZ 21 East 01 JAN 83 31 DEC 03

KLIZ 21 East 01 JAN 70 31 DEC 91
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Warm fronts

Warm fronts (WFs) are a subgroup of warm air mass bound-

aries where cold air is replaced by warm air (Venne et al.

) (Figures 4(a)–(e)). Precipitation intensity is light and

constant, lasting for many hours before surface frontal pas-

sage. This is due to the shallow ascent of warm air up the

frontal slope (Hanesiak et al. ), see Figure 4.

Surface identification of some WFs can be difficult due

to weak peak winds 8–10 kts (5 m/s), only a 1–2 WC warming

of surface air temperature across the boundary, and a slow

continuous wind shift (Taylor et al. ). However, some

WFs are well defined with surface air temperature gradients

exceeding 10 WC per 100 km (Stewart et al. ).

The vertical temperature profile during WF precipitation

(Figures 4(b)–(d)) has a thin sharp warming of the air temp-

erature between a lower and an upper air mass (Figure 2(b)).

This boundary progressively lowers as the surface WF

approaches a location.

Cold fronts

Cold fronts are a subgroup of cold air mass boundaries (CAB)

where warm air is replaced by cold air (Venne et al. )

(Figures 5(a)–(d)). There are two types of cold fronts, the one

dealt with in this paper is the ana-cold front. Ana-cold fronts

(ACFs) have a narrow elongated area (line) of great intensity

precipitation before and during frontal passage (Figures 5(b)

and (c)). This is caused by the rapid ascension of warm air

up a steep frontal slope (Bjerknes ; Browning & Monk

; Browning ; Smith&Reeder ; Stewart et al. ).

ACFs can be identified at the surface by heavy precipi-

tation, a rapid cyclonic wind shift, high wind velocities

(Browning ), and a cooling of surface air temperatures

across the frontal boundary.

The vertical temperature profile before a surface ACF pas-

sage steadily cools with height (Figures 5(b), (c) and 2(a)).

Other common air mass boundaries

The other type of cold front is known as a kata-cold front.

Kata-cold fronts have an upper cold frontal boundary (2 to

3 km above the ground) that advances well ahead of its sur-

face cold frontal boundary (Browning ). The cold air

advancing over warm surface air forms a unique air mass

boundary with warm lighter air under dense cold air

(Figure 2(c)). On the ground a cyclonic wind shift with a

weak surface air temperature cooling can indicate surface

or upper kata-cold frontal boundary passage. Little to no

precipitation is expected during this surface frontal passage.

Kata-cold fronts are therefore difficult to identify at the sur-

face and are not used in this study.

Occlusions are formed when a cold and a WF meet and

can have either warming or cooling of surface air tempera-

tures across the surface air mass boundary. When these

fronts meet the warm air mass which used to separate

cold and WFs is lifted from the surface. The surface air

mass boundary for an occlusion then separates the cold

air masses associated with pre-WF (Figure 4) and post

cold frontal (Figure 5) boundary air (Bjerknes & Solberg

). This type of surface air mass boundary is usually

weak with little to no change in surface air temperature or

wind speed/direction.

Figure 5 | A lower tropospheric cross section perpendicular to a cold frontal boundary

where a stationary surface location progresses in time from point A to D.
Figure 4 | A lower tropospheric cross section perpendicular to a warm frontal boundary

where a stationary surface location progresses in time from point A to E.
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A pre-frontal trough usually has a small or negligible sur-

face air temperature decrease across the air mass boundary.

It usually occurs ahead of a main cold front having a cyclo-

nic wind shift, but the contrasts in wind or surface air

temperature are too weak to be considered a cold front

(Schultz ).

A baroclinic trough could be a cold or warm air mass

boundary. It lacks a cyclonic wind shift, but has many

other frontal characteristics (Sanders ).

An arctic trough (front) is a baroclinic trough with a

sharp boundary of cold polar air moving equatorward

(resembling Figure 5). It is characterized by a sharp cooling

of surface air temperatures and an increase in wind speed,

but little to no cyclonic change in wind direction (Wang

et al. ).

METHODS

The above literature review of air mass boundaries was used

to derive a simplified scheme to identify precipitation phase

observations affected by similar air mass boundaries. Then

observation groups affected by different air mass boundaries

were analyzed for changes in their TR/S and their PTZs (i.e.

TS and TR values). Finally, the percentage of misclassified

precipitation observations was compared between (a) all

precipitation (AP) observations grouped together for

common TS and TR values and (b) air mass boundary obser-

vation groups analyzed separately for group specific TS and

TR values.

Air mass boundary passage identification

A simplified guide to surface air mass boundary

passage identification was derived from a literature

review. The identification scheme is based on wind

speed, cyclonic change in wind direction, surface air

temperature changes across the air mass boundary

(Table 2), and equations similar to those used by Lucas

et al. ().

The guide was applied to each hourly precipitation

phase observation to identify the following air mass bound-

ary passage types: WF, CAB, and the CAB subgroup ACF.

All observations not belonging to WF, or CAB are classified

as unidentified air mass boundary (UAB) observations.

Alternatively, WF and UAB were combined for a group of

all non-cold air mass boundary observations (non-CAB).

The details of how the different air mass boundary types

were identified are given in the following subsections. The

parameter values in the equations used to identify air mass

boundary observations were selected as a compromise

between what could be expected from prior literature, and

the necessity to get a reasonable sample size in each

group. Two different time windows were used for WF and

ACF/CAB, respectively: a 4-hour time step was used for

WF due to the shallow frontal surface, while a 2-hour time

step was used for both CAB and ACF due to steeper frontal

slopes.

Classification of warm frontal zones

A WF zone was identified by the following four-hour con-

ditions (Equation (1)): (a) the surface air temperature

during an observation (Tt) was at least 2 WC warmer than

an observation four hours before (Tt�4), (b) the wind speed

at the end of the observation period (wSt) was greater than

or equal to 15 knots (8 m/s), and (c) a cyclonic change in

wind direction (wD) between 30W and 180W had occurred

Table 2 | Guide to identification of surface air mass boundary passage

Type of front
or trough Acronym

Change in
wind
direction

Wind
speed

Change in
temperature

Warm front (WF) Strong – Increase
(weak)

Ana-cold front (ACF/
CAB)

Strong High Decrease
(strong)

Kata-cold front
(Upper)

– – Low –

Kata-cold front
(Lower)

(CAB) Strong Low Decrease
(weak)

Occlusion front – – Low –

Arctic/
barotropic
trough

(CAB) Weak High Decrease
(strong)

Pre-frontal
trough

(CAB) – – Decrease
(–)

Characteristics of air mass boundary passage in respect to wind speed, changes in wind

direction, and changes in surface air temperature. The bold font indicates air mass types

and the parameters used to identify them.
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during the period:

If ½ðTt � Tt�4Þ ≥ 2 WC� and ½wSt ≥ 15kts� and
½30W

≤ ðwDt �wDt�4Þ ≤ 180W� ð1Þ

then the event was classified as a WF zone with a surface

WF passage at the time of the last observation. The ident-

ified WF group accounted for 1% of AP (Figure 6).

Classification of cold air mass boundary zones

A CAB zone was identified by the following two-hour

condition (Equation (2)): the surface air temperature two

hours before an observation (Tt�2) was at least 2 WC

warmer than during an observation (Tt):

If ½ðTt�2 � TtÞ ≥ 2 WC� ð2Þ

then the event was classified as a CAB zone, with a surface

CAB passage at the time of the last observation. The ident-

ified CAB group, always including ACF, accounted for

12% of AP (Figure 6).

Classification of ana-cold frontal zones

An ACF zone is a CAB zone (above) with two additional

two-hour conditions (Equation (3)): (a) the wSt at the end

of the observation period was greater than or equal to

15 kts, and (b) a cyclonic change in wD between 30W and

180W had occurred during the period:

If ½ðTt�2 � TtÞ ≥ 2 WC� and ½wSt ≥ 15kts� and
½30W

≤ ðwDt �wDt�2Þ ≤ 180W� ð3Þ

then the event was classified as an ACF zone, with a

surface ACF passage at the time of the last observation.

The identified ACF group accounted for 1% of AP

(Figure 6).

Precipitation phase observations between �1 and 5 WC

were first categorized as; snow for snow, graupel, and ice pel-

lets, freezing for freezing rain, and freezing drizzle, rain for

rain, and drizzle, and mixed for any combination of the

above categories. Following the example of previous precipi-

tation phase probability studies, freezing phase observations

were excluded from the analysis. To omit low intensity

precipitation, observations were only included when

visibilities were 9,000 m or less, as hourly manual obser-

vations do not include precipitation totals. However, if a

data set was available with precipitation totals 0.01 in or

0.1 cm would have been appropriate hourly precipitation

totals.

Single-threshold method

As the observations were made in whole degrees Celsius

shifts in TR/S smaller than one degree would not be possible

to detect so the analysis was made in two steps. First the TR/S
values were determined. Then the amount of misclassified

precipitation using these TR/S values was determined.

For each group of observations classified by air mass

boundary passage type a TR/S was set to the warmest surface

air temperature on a 1.0 WC scale with at least 50% of the

observations classified as snow. Observations with surface

air temperatures (T ) at and colder than the TR/S were treated

as 100% snow, while observations with surface air tempera-

tures warmer then the TR/S were treated as 100% rain. Any

snow observations with surface air temperatures warmer, or

rain observations with surface air temperatures at or colder

than a TR/S were considered misclassified precipitation

(Equation (4)) (Figures 7 and 8):

SF ¼ 1 for T ≤ TR=S; SF ¼ 0 for T > TR=S ð4Þ

Two-threshold method

Surface air temperatures with a misclassified precipitation

rate over 10% in the TR/S scheme above were regarded as

part of a PTZ where 1> SF> 0. The TS and TR values were

set one surface air temperature step wider than the PTZ.Figure 6 | Frequency of observation groups.
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The SF was then assumed to decrease linearly from TS to TR
(Equation (5)):

SF ¼ 1 for T ≤ Ts; SF ¼ 0 for T ≥ TR;

SF ¼ 1� T � TS

TR � TS
for TS ≤ T ≤ TR:

ð5Þ

For each air mass boundary group a two surface air

temperature threshold scheme with optimized TS and TR
values were then used to calculate the snow fractions

(SCalculatedF ) for each 1.0 WC temperature step. The difference

between SCalculatedF and observed snow fraction (SObs
F ) gives

the misclassified precipitation (ε) for a single surface air

temperature using a precipitation phase determination

scheme:

ε ¼ SCalculatedF � SObs
F : ð6Þ

A positive ε represents the fraction of rain misclassified as

snow for a surface air temperature. Therefore, a negative ε

represents the fraction of snow misclassified as rain.

Treatment of mixed precipitation

Of note, mixed precipitation observations are generally

ignored when determining precipitation phase determi-

nation schemes (Bartlett et al. ). However, the

treatment of mixed precipitation should be considered for

precipitation phase probability schemes focusing on the

PTZ. A large fraction of precipitation was found to be

mixed for surface air temperatures between �1 and 5 WC,

especially for the group of CAB observations (Figure 9).

The analysis above was made excluding mixed precipitation,

but a check was then made to see if the result would have

been different if the mixed precipitation was included.

The treatment of mixed precipitation could affect the

TR/S, TS, or TR values determined with Equations (1) and (2).

Therefore, these threshold values were calculated to check

for changes when mixed precipitation was analyzed as all

rain, all snow (Bartlett et al. ), or ignored (Fassnacht &

Soulis ).

Misclassified precipitation comparison

For each of the classified groups (CAB, Non-CAB and AP)

misclassified precipitation was determined using both a

one and a two-threshold scheme. The analysis was made

for the surface air temperature range �1 to 5 WC and

Figure 8 | Misclassified precipitation (rain and snow) percentages from Figure 7.

Figure 7 | Observed percentages of rain and snow with misclassified rain and snow using

a single surface air temperature threshold scheme at 1
W

C.

Figure 9 | Observed percentage of mixed precipitation for the identified cold air mass

boundaries (CAB) and for the non-CAB.
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followed the approach by Kongoli & Bland ():

Misclassified Precipitation

¼
P

misclassified snowþP
misclassified rain

P
observed precipitation

ð7Þ

RESULTS

The results below are organized in the following steps; first

an air mass boundary precipitation phase probability was

made without mixed precipitation, then the effect of includ-

ing mixed precipitation into this analysis is presented and

finally the total improvement in precipitation phase determi-

nation when identified air mass boundary observations were

analyzed separately.

Precipitation phase probability analysis with and

without mixed precipitation

The TR/S values determined from the SObs
F , without mixed

precipitation, were found to be 1 WC for AP and WF and

2 WC for ACF (Figure 10).

Treating the mixed precipitation as all rain, or all snow

did not alter these found TR/S values. However, when mixed

precipitation was treated as all snow the TR/S for CAB

changes from 1 WC (without mixed precipitation) to 2 WC

(Figure 11). Treatment of mixed precipitation had no affect

on the TR or TS values for any of the observation groups.

As mixed precipitation observations only affects the TR/S for

CAB, and the snow to rain ratio for mixed precipitation is

unknown, further analysis is performed without mixed pre-

cipitation observations.

Misclassified precipitation comparison

The distribution of misclassified precipitation for UAB and

WF were similar (Figure 12). Both groups have a maximum

misclassified precipitation at 1 WC, their optimized TR/S
value, and a PTZ with TS¼�1 WC and TR¼ 3 WC values.

Due to the above similarities, WF and UAB were combined

to form a group of non-CAB observations.

The maximum misclassified precipitation for both CAB

and ACF occurred at 2 WC (Figure 13), 1 WC warmer than the

maximum for non-CAB (Figure 12). The PTZ for both CAB

and ACF (TS¼ 0 WC and TR¼ 4 WC) shift 1 WC warmer than

the PTZ for non-CAB (Figure 13). All PTZs were found to

have a 4 WC temperature range (Figures 12 and 13).

Figure 10 | Observed snow fraction for all grouped observations; all precipitation (AP),

ana-cold frontal zone (ACF), warm frontal zone (WF), and cold air mass

boundary zone (CAB) without mixed precipitation.

Figure 11 | Observed snow fraction for all observations in the CAB group with mixed

precipitation treated as all snow, as all rain, or ignored.

Figure 12 | Percentage of misclassified precipitation observations using TR/S¼ 1
W

C for

warm frontal zone (WF) and unidentified air mass boundary (UAB).
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At a 1 WC scale there was no change in the TR/S between

CAB, and non-CAB. Therefore no change occurred when

using a TR/S scheme at this surface air temperature scale.

However, as the PTZs for the groups were found to be differ-

ent, applying a universal and group specific TS and TR
scheme produced different results.

Determined from AP the universal values in a

TS (�1 WC), TR (3 WC) scheme produced 7% misclassified

precipitation for AP, 16% for CAB and 5% for non-CAB

(Table 3). However using the CAB-specific TS (0 WC), TR

(4 WC) values reduced misclassified precipitation

within CAB from 16% to 6%. This reduced the total

amount of misclassified precipitation from 7 to 5.4%, cor-

responding to a total reduction of 23% in misclassified

precipitation.

DISCUSSION

The results show that air mass boundary identification

will improve precipitation phase determination for hydrolo-

gical models using input data from automated weather

observations. A discussion of method assumptions and

weaknesses, applications and future work follows.

This method links changes in the PTZ surface air temp-

eratures to a relative time before (or after) a surface air mass

boundary passes a location. However, the length of time a

WF or CAB affects the lower troposphere over a location

varies with air mass boundary speed, angle of warm air

ascent, and to what extent the air mass boundary is moving

parallel or perpendicular to the location. For this reason, a

4-hour time step was used for the slower shallower sloping

WF zones (Figure 4) and a 2-hour time step was used for the

faster and steeper sloping CAB zones (Figure 5). The WF

and CAB zones were chosen for their obvious difference in

expected vertical (air) temperature profiles.

A contrast between observation groups is required for

this method to be useful, therefore the time steps used are

important. If the time steps are too large observations not

affected by air mass boundary changes in the near-surface

vertical temperature profile will also be included in the

group of observations affected by an air mass boundary.

This will weaken the contrast between the air mass bound-

ary observation group and all other observations.

However, if the time steps are too small air mass boundary

observation groups (e.g. ACF) could have a strong contrast

Figure 13 | Percentage of misclassified precipitation observations using TR/S¼ 1
W

C for

cold air mass boundaries (CAB) and non-CAB observations, and TR/S¼ 2
W

C

for ana-cold fronts (ACF).

Table 3 | Total number of observations (# Obs) with the percent misclassified precipitation (error) using universal values, TS (�1
W

C) and TR (3
W

C), in a two surface air temperature threshold

scheme (Equation (1)), on all precipitation observations, cold air mass boundary observations (CAB), and all non-CAB observations

All precipitation Cold air mass boundary
Non-cold air mass
boundary

Temperature (WC) Error (%) # Obs Error (%) CAB error (%) # Obs % of total obs (%) Error (%) # Obs

�1 –4 4.263 �3 �3 639 15 �5 3.630

0 8 3.474 18 �7 479 14 7 2.998

1 13 5.346 34 9 540 10 10 4.811

2 3 3.187 21 �4 297 9 1 2.893

3 6 2.213 18 �7 235 11 5 1.979

4 1 1.865 4 4 273 15 1 1.594

5 1 838 3 3 127 15 0 712

Total error 7 16 6 5

Error using TS (0
W

C) and TR (4
W

C) values were calculated for CAB observations (CAB error). CAB error was calculated similarly using a TS (0
W

C) and TR (4
W

C).
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compared to all other observations, but the number of separ-

ated observations may be too few to have a meaningful

effect on overall precipitation phase determination.

All observations in each group are here assumed to have

approximately the same lower tropospheric conditions

acting on precipitation. However, in reality each individual

air mass boundary observation has its own unique vertical

temperature profile. Variability is added to vertical tempera-

ture profiles (Figures 2(a)–(c)) when melting (Figure 2(d))

and freezing precipitation are accounted for (see Kain

et al. ). Frozen precipitation will melt when falling

through an isothermal layer slightly warmer than freezing.

This melting absorbs latent heat from the environment,

thus cooling the layer (Bourgouin ; Lackmann et al.

). The opposite will occur if liquid precipitation freezes

in a sub-freezing atmospheric layer.

The vertical temperature profile above a location was in

this study assumed to have either zero or one air mass bound-

aries. However, there is sometimes more than one air mass

boundary above a location or multiple freezing levels (see

Hux et al. ). It was also assumed that temperature

decreases steadily with height in an air mass. However, verti-

cal temperature decrease is somewhat variable, especially

when air changes from dry (clear) to moist (clouds).

This method also relies on air mass boundaries being

identified at the surface. However, surface air mass bound-

aries can discontinuously advance across large regions and

therefore not always be identified at the surface (Smith &

Reeder ; Bryan & Fritsch ). Even when air mass

boundaries exist at the surface they may not be identifiable

(Fraedrich et al. ). Relations used to identify air mass

boundaries differ between authors, for example Fraedrich

et al. () used only a surface air temperature change

greater than or equal to 3 WC per 100 km to identify fronts,

while many authors including Anderson () and Taylor

et al. () consider a cyclonic wind shift to be the best indi-

cator of frontal boundaries. In this paper both of these

methods were used, the first to identify general CAB,

while the latter was used to identify ACF and WF.

The requirements for air mass boundary identification

were here kept simple allowing multiple types of air mass

boundaries to be lumped into only a few categories. Accord-

ing to Table 2, Equation (1) should identify strong WF zones

and possibly some occlusions. Equation (2) should identify

ACF, some strong occlusions, arctic troughs and possibly

some pre-frontal troughs. Equation (3) should identify ACF

and rare cases of strong occlusions or pre-frontal troughs.

The remaining observations should then consist of most

occlusions, pre-frontal troughs, some baroclinic troughs,

weak WF, upper and lower kata-cold fronts, WF precipi-

tation occurring more than four hours before frontal

passage, orographic precipitation, and the rare winter con-

vective storm.

The analysis here excluded observations with visibilities

greater than 9,000 m and freezing precipitation. Precipi-

tation observations with visibilities greater than 9,000 m

contribute little to precipitation totals, so they must be

kept from having too large an effect on the analysis. Obser-

vations with freezing precipitation were excluded as their

inclusion as snow or rain is model dependent, and they

have little impact on the studied temperature range.

Mixed precipitation observations were considered but

ultimately excluded from the analysis. Mixed precipitation

is usually excluded as phases other than rain or snow are gen-

erally not recognized in surface schemes (Bartlett et al. ).

Fewstudies focus on the ratio of snow to rain inmixedprecipi-

tation and the studies that are available (Stewart et al. ;

Yuter et al. ) are short term, usually analyzing a single

storm. In-flight measurements of air temperature and precipi-

tation images suggested that between 0 WC and 0.5 WC in-cloud

precipitation was mostly snow, but by 1.3 WC almost all was

rain (Stewart et al. ). Another study using the surface

weather observations of temperature and precipitation type

at different elevations on a mountain and the elevation of a

radar bright band found the rain fraction to be 1% in the iso-

thermal layer zero degrees, 4% from 0 to 0.5 WC, and 93%

between 0.5 and 1.5 WC (Yuter et al. ). This means that

the mixed precipitation should change from mostly snow to

mostly rain over a less than 1 WC surface air temperature

range (Stewart et al. ; Yuter et al. ).

There is no standard approach for including mixed pre-

cipitation in surface-based precipitation phase probability

analysis (Bartlett et al. ). In prior studies, observed

mixed precipitation has been treated either (1) as all snow

(Bartlett et al. ); (2) as all rain; or (3) excluded

(Fassnacht & Soulis ) (Figure 11). The actual SF of the

mixed precipitation is expected to be somewhere between

the first two approaches. The third approach, neglecting
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mixed precipitation, meets this expectation. With this

approach, below the TR/S value the SF resembles approach

(1), above the TR/S value the SF resembles approach (2)

and at the TR/S itself the SF is about halfway between the

two first approaches (see Figure 11). With approach (3),

used here, the mixed precipitation below the TR/S value is

considered mostly rain, and above the TR/S the mixed pre-

cipitation is considered mostly snow. This agrees well with

the findings of Stewart et al. () and Yuter et al. ().

Therefore in this data set it is justified to ignore mixed pre-

cipitation in the precipitation phase probability analysis.

Improved precipitation phase determination with air

mass boundary identification was found to be useful in a

two-temperature threshold scheme. This improvement will

be important in areas with much, and minor in areas with

little, precipitation in the PTZ.

Many hydrological models assume mixed precipitation

based on the probability of either rain or snow in a much

wider temperature range than used here. Bartlett et al.

() showed that mixed precipitation occurs much less

often than long term trends suggest, but a model using the

Auer polynomial handled precipitation in the PTZ better

than a model using TR/S¼ 0 WC.

Improved precipitation phase determination should

allow for improved modeling of many precipitation phase-

based output values, for example sublimation in tree cano-

pies (Lundberg et al. ), and glacial mass balance

(Aðalgeirsdóttir et al. ). These improvements can also

have economic value in water management for recreation,

hydropower production, city planning, and farming (Olson

et al. ). Changing the precipitation phase determination

scheme in climate models will affect snow covered area and

snowmass estimates. This changes the modeled feedback

mechanisms leading to altered local and global climate

change estimates (Loth et al. ). A correct determination

of the precipitation phase is important not only for the mass

balance of simulated snow covers, but also for the energy

balance of the land surface, due to the large negative

latent heat content in snow compared to rain. Snow fall

could be regarded as a negative heat flux to the land surface,

whereas rainfall could be a positive heat flux. Accurate

classification of rain and snow is also important for the

albedo of the land surface, which indirectly alters the land

surface energy balance.

Though not perfect, the method here is a substantial

improvement on the current precipitation phase determi-

nation methods used in many hydrological models. The

method can be implemented into current models without

much difficulty as it only uses surface weather observations

already applied in hydrological modeling. The main limit-

ation compared to previous methods used for hydrological

modeling might be the use of hourly data, as well as the

need to include the additional variables needed for the

identification of air mass boundaries.

This analysis was based on 2–4-hour time steps. A more

thorough analysis is required in order to determine the opti-

mum time steps and whether the 24-hour time step, used by

many modelers, can be used. The most obvious problems to

be solved with a 24-hour time step would be caused by

changes in cloud cover. On a cloudy night the average temp-

erature would appear to be much warmer than a clear night,

likewise a clear day may appear much warmer than a cloudy

day even after a CAB.

Future work should be done to expand this method by

separating more of the easily identified areas of mid-latitude

cyclones for analysis such as; post CABandWFprecipitation.

A more detailed statistical study could be completed as the

misclassified precipitation (Figure 8) has a normal distri-

bution. Given a finer air temperature resolution data set the

maximum misclassified precipitation would be approxi-

mately 50% at the TR/S, which corresponds with the mean

(μ), having rain (warmer) error and snow (colder) error

decreasing on either side of μ. A 2k factorial experimental

design (Montgomery ) could be used to check if other fac-

tors such as dew point or wind speed should be included.

Some national weather services have historical weather

records with surface air temperatures at a 0.1 WC scale and it

would be interesting to employ a similar study using tempera-

tures with a 0.1 WC scale to confirm and expand the findings of

this study. A study linking changes in the PTZ with vertical

temperature profile measurements would also be useful in

supporting the background and reasoning for this method.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper outlines a promising method to reduce the

amount of misclassified precipitation in hydrological
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models by separating observations into air mass boundary

categories. This separation can be done using easily identifi-

able surface air mass boundary characteristics such as

surface air temperature, wind speed and wind direction.

CAB observations were identified by a surface air temp-

erature decrease of 2 WC over a 2 hour period and were

found to constitute 12% of all precipitation.

Analyzing CAB separately from all other non-CAB obser-

vations reduced the total proportion of the misclassified

precipitation observations from 7 to 5.4% (total reduction

of error¼ 23%)when a two surface air temperature threshold

scheme was applied. This improvement would have been

even greater if precipitation intensity was used rather than

number of observations, as CAB usually has higher precipi-

tation intensities than other observations. The improvement

by separating CAB was expected due to the differences

between vertical air temperature profiles for CAB and most

other precipitation observations. Therefore similar results

should be found anywhere this approach is applied.

Little improvement in misclassified precipitation was

expected or found when WF zone observations were ana-

lyzed separate from all other observations. This is because

most winter precipitation is the result of frontal lift caused

by air mass boundaries. With the exception of kata-cold

fronts (Figure 2(c)), air mass boundaries generally separate

a cold (below) and a warm (above) air mass. Excluding

pre-CAB precipitation (Figure 2(a)), the remaining precipi-

tation occurs with a similar air mass boundary affect on

the vertical air temperature profile (Figure 2(b)). However,

changes in the SF for different non-CAB groups may still

be possible to identify if a finer temperature scale is used.

Applying a TR/S, as is used in many hydrological models,

was useful to obtain normal distributions for misclassified

precipitation. This will be useful for later statistical studies.

However, at a 1 WC scale the difference in TR/S values

between observation groups was too small.
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